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Abstrat. Let G be the automorphism group of an extension F |k of alge-
braially losed elds of harateristi zero of transendene degree n, 1 ≤
n ≤ ∞. In this paper we
• onstrut some maximal losed non-open subgroups Gv, and some (all,
in the ase of ountable transendene degree) maximal open proper
subgroups of G;
• desribe, in the ase of ountable transendene degree, the automor-
phism subgroups over the intermediate subelds (a question of Krull,
[K2, 4, question 3b)℄);
• onstrut, in the ase n = ∞, a fully faithful subfuntor (−)v of the
forgetful funtor from the ategory SmG of smooth representations of
G to the ategory of smooth representations of Gv;
• onstrut, using the funtors (−)v, a subfuntor Γ of the identity funtor
on SmG, oinident (via the forgetful funtor) with the funtor Γ on
the ategory of admissible semilinear representations of G onstruted
in [R3℄ in the ase n =∞ and k = Q.
The study of open subgroups is motivated by the study of (the stabilizers
of the) smooth representations undertaken in [R1, R3℄. The funtor Γ is an
analogue of the global setions funtor on the ategory of sheaves on a smooth
proper algebrai variety. Another result is that `interesting' semilinear repre-
sentations are `globally generated'.
Mathematis Subjet Classiation (2000). Primary 12F20, 14E99; Seondary
18F10.
Keywords. Automorphism groups of algebraially losed eld extensions.
Consider a eld extension F |k and a group H of its automorphisms.
Given a presheaf (i.e. a ontravariant funtor) F on a ategory of smooth
k-varieties (whose morphisms inlude all smooth ones) one an assoiate to it the
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`generi bre' F(F ) := lim
U−→
F(U), where U runs over the smooth irreduible
k-varieties with funtion elds embedded into F . It is endowed with a natural
H-ation, and should be onsidered as one of typial objets studied in birational
geometry.
In most general terms, we are going to study relations between presheaves F
and their `generi bres' F(F ).
Following [Ja, PX-X, Sh, I℄ (and generalizing the ase [K1℄ of algebrai
extension), onsiderH as a topologial group with the base of open subgroups given
by the stabilizers of nite subsets of F . Then H beomes a totally disonneted
Hausdor group.
Any element of the `generi bre' F(F ) is the image of an element of F(U)
for some U , and therefore, is xed by the subgroup of H leaving the funtion eld
of U xed. This means that the H-set F(F ) is smooth, i.e. its stabilizers are open.
Evidently, one annot get muh of a representation of a `small' group, so we
x the following setting.
Let F |k be an extension of ountable or nite transendene degree n, 1 ≤
n ≤ ∞, of algebraially losed elds of harateristi zero, and G = GF |k be its
automorphism group.
Then for any intermediate subeld k ⊆ K ⊆ F the topology on GF |K oin-
ides with the restrition of the topology on G. G is loally ompat if and only if
n <∞.
In 2 we desribe the open subgroups of G in terms of ertain `primitive' open
subgroups of GL|k for algebraially losed extensions L|k of nite transendene
degree.
In 3 we study disrete valuations of F trivial on k and the orresponding de-
omposition groups. This is applied in 4 to the `globalization', i.e. to onstruting
some presheaves on some ategories of smooth k-varieties, of smooth G-modules.
Beause of the links with some types of motives, the emphasis is made on the sub-
ategory IG of smooth G-modules (see 2.1) and related ategories of semilinear
representations.
In 4.1 to a disrete valuation v of F trivial on k a fully faithful funtor (−)v
is assoiated. It is not lear yet, whether (−)v is exat. Its exatness is related to
the following geometri question, f. Lemma 4.4. Do there exist
• an integer N ≥ 1,
• an irreduible variety X over k,
• a olletion of N surjetive maps fj : X −→ Yj , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , with dimYj <
dimX
suh that the indued homomorphism of the 0-yles Z0(X) −→
⊕N
j=1 Z0(Yj) is
injetive?
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1. Struture of G
The lassial morphism β : {subelds F over k} →֒ {losed subgroups of G}, given
by K 7→ GF |K , is injetive, inverts the inlusions, transforms the ompositum of
subelds to the intersetion of subgroups, and respets the units: k 7→ G. The im-
age of β is stable under the passages to sup-/sub- groups with ompat quotients;
β identies the subelds over whih F is algebrai with the ompat subgroups of
G ([Ja, PX-X, Sh, I℄).
In partiular, the proper subgroups in the image of β are the ompat sub-
groups in the ase n = 1.
The map H 7→ FH , left inverse of β, inverts the order, but it is not a monoid
morphism.
Let AΠ be the set of algebraially losed subelds of F of nite transendene
degree over k. There is a morphism of partially ordered ommutative assoiative
unitary monoids (transforming the intersetion of subgroups to the algebrai lo-
sure of the ompositum of subelds) α : {open subgroups of G} −→→ AΠ, uniquely
determined by the ondition GF |α(U) ⊆ U and the transendene degree of α(U)
over k is minimal. Details are in Proposition 2.6.
Theorem 1.1 ([R1℄). 1. The subgroup G◦ of G, generated by the ompat sub-
groups, is open and topologially simple, if n <∞. If n =∞ then G◦ is dense
in G.
2. Any losed normal proper subgroup of G is trivial, if n =∞.
If n < ∞, the left G-ation on the one-dimensional oriented Q-vetor spae
of right-invariant measures on G gives rise to a surjetive homomorphism, the
modulus, χ : G −→ Q×+, whih is trivial on G◦. However, I know nothing about
the disrete group kerχ/G◦. If it is trivial for n = 1 then it is trivial for arbitrary
n <∞. If n = 1 a presentation of G/G◦ as a quotient of a quite strutured disrete
group is given in Lemma 3.10.
Then one an haraterize the image of β in the ase n =∞ in the following
4 steps.
1. The normalizers G{F,L}|k of GF |L in G for all L ∈ AΠr {k} are the maximal
open proper subgroups of G. (This follows from Proposition 2.6.)
2. The subgroups GF |L of G for all L ∈ AΠ r {k} are minimal losed non-
trivial normal subgroups in G{F,L}|k from (1). (This follows from Theorem
1.1 (2). Namely, let H ⊂ G{F,L}|k be a losed non-trivial normal subgroup
and 1 6= σ ∈ H . Let us show that H intersets GF |L non-trivially. One has
στσ−1τ−1 ∈ H ∩GF |L for any τ ∈ GF |L. By [R1, Corollary 2.3℄ there exists
τ ∈ GF |L suh that στσ−1τ−1 6= 1, whih means H ∩ GF |L 6= {1}. Now
Theorem 1.1 (2) implies that H ontains GF |L.)
3. The subgroups GF |L of G for all non-trivial extensions L ⊂ F of k of nite
type are the open subgroups ontaining normal o-ompat subgroups of type
GF |L from (2). (This follows from the above Galois theory for L|k.)
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4. The proper subgroups in the image of β are intersetions of subgroups from
(3).
Remark. The subgroups GF |L of G for all extensions L ⊂ F of k of nite
type and transendene degree one are the subgroups GF |L from (3) with the only
maximal proper subgroup of G ontaining them.
The above proedure an be modied as follows.
1. The subgroups G{F,k(x)}|k of G for all x ∈ F r k are the open subgroups U
of G suh that #(U\G/U) = 2.
2. The subgroups G
F |k(x) of G for all x ∈ F r k are minimal losed non-trivial
normal subgroups in G{F,k(x)}|k from (1).
3. The subgroups GF |k(x) of G for all x ∈ F r k are the open subgroups on-
taining normal o-ompat subgroups of type GF |k(x) from (2) and suh that
NGU/U ∼= PGL2k.
4. The proper subgroups in the image of β are intersetions of subgroups from
(3).
This is based on the following two observations. (i) The ondition #(U\G/U) =
2 means that G = U ⊔ UσU for some (and therefore, any) σ ∈ G r U , and
thus, U is maximal among proper subgroups of G. (ii) For any F ′, F ′′ ∈ AΠ r
{k} the set G{F,F ′}|k\G/G{F,F ′′}|k is a disjoint union of the sets Sj , 0 ≤ j ≤
min(tr.deg(F ′|k), tr.deg(F ′′|k)), where
Sj = G{F,F ′}|k\{K ⊂ F | K ∼= F ′′ over k, tr.deg(KF ′|F ′) = tr.deg(F ′′|k)− j}.
2. Maximal open subgroups
In this setion we assume that tr.deg(F |k) = n ≤ ∞.
Lemma 2.1. If L1, L2 are proper subelds of F and 1 < tr.deg(L1|L1 ∩ L2) < ∞
then the group H, generated by GF |L1 and GF |L2 , ontains GF |L, where L is a
subeld of F , not ontaining L1, and suh that L1∩L ontains L1∩L2 as a proper
subeld.
Proof. Set k := L1∩L2. Clearly, H ontains GF |σ(L1) for any σ ∈ GF |L2 . As σ(L1)
is algebraially losed and L1 ∩ σ(L1) ⊇ k, it remains to hoose σ ∈ GF |L2 suh
that σ−1(L1) 6⊆ L1 and L1 ∩ σ(L1) 6= k, and to set L := σ(L1).
Let x ∈ L1 r k and y ∈ L1 r k(x). We need σ ∈ GF |L2 suh that σx ∈ L1
and σ−1y 6∈ L1. If y is not in L2(x) then suh σ ∈ GF |L2 , learly, exists. (The
GF |L2(x)-orbit of y spans F .)
Suppose now that the element y is fored to be algebrai over L2(x), i.e.,
tr.deg(L1L2|L2) = 1. Then x and y are related by a polynomial P (x, y) = 0
with oeients in L2. Let us enumerate the non-zero oeients of P by a set
{0, . . . , N}. We shall assume that the polynomial P (X,Y ) = ∑Ns=0 psX isY js is
irreduible over L2, and p0 = 1. Suppose that σ
−1(L1) ⊆ L1 (whih is equivalent
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to σ(L1) = L1, sine tr.deg(L1|k) < ∞) for any σ ∈ GF |L2 suh that σx ∈ L1.
Then −(dP )(σx, σy) = PI(σx, σy)d(σx)+PII (σx, σy)d(σy) ∈ F⊗L1Ω1L1|k ⊆ Ω1F |k,
whih an be rewritten as
∑N
s=1 σx
isσyjsdps ∈ F⊗L1Ω1L1|k. It remains to show that
the whole spae FN is the linear envelope of the vetors (σxi1σyj1 , . . . , σxiNσyjN )
for σ ∈ GF |L2 and σx ∈ L1 (sine then dps ∈ F ⊗L1 Ω1L1|k for all s, whih means
that ps ∈ L1, i.e., ps ∈ L1 ∩ L2 =: k).
Otherwise, if suh vetors belong to a hyperplane:
∑N
s=1 λsσx
isσyjs = 0 for
all σ ∈ GF |L2 as above, then we may assume that λ1 = 1 and the number M of
non-zero λs is minimal:
∑M
s=1 λsσx
isσyjs = 0. Subtrating from this equality the
image of the equality
∑M
s=1 λsx
isyjs = 0 under the ation of σ, we get that λs ∈
FGF |L2∩G{F,L1}|k . As FGF |L2∩G{F,L1}|k ⊆ ⋂z∈L1rk L2(z) ⊆ ⋂∞b=1 L2(xb) = L2, we
got thus another polynomial relation between x and y over L2, ontraditing the
minimality of the polynomial P . 
Corollary 2.2. If tr.deg(L1|L1 ∩ L2) < ∞, L1, L2 are proper algebraially losed
subelds in F and L1 is not ontained in L2 then H ⊇ GF |L for some algebraially
losed subeld L suh that tr.deg(L1|L1 ∩ L) = 1.
Proof. The set of algebraially losed subelds of L, not ontaining L1 and suh
that H ⊇ GF |L, is non-empty, sine ontains L2. Let tr.deg(L1|L1∩L) be minimal.
Aording to Lemma 2.1, tr.deg(L1|L1 ∩ L) = 1. 
Lemma 2.3. If L1, L2 are algebraially losed subelds in F and tr.deg(L1|L1 ∩
L2) = 1 then the subgroup H generated by GF |L1 and GF |L2 is dense in GF |L1∩L2 .
Proof. This is a version of Lemma 2.16 from [R1℄. We may assume that L2 is a
proper subeld of F not ontained in L1. Thus, L1 is an algebrai losure of k(x)
for some x ∈ FrL2, where k := L1∩L2. Then for any z ∈ FrL2, y ∈ FrL1 there
exist σ ∈ GF |L2 , τ ∈ GF |L1 suh that σx = z, τx = y. Then for any y ∈ F r k
there exists σ ∈ GF |L1GF |L2 suh that σx = y. It follows that H is a normal
subgroup of G. If n = ∞ then the topologial group G is simple (Theorem 2.9,
[R1℄), i.e., H is dense in G. If n < ∞ then, aording to the same Theorem 2.9,
[R1℄, the topologial group G◦ is also simple, and thus, the losure of H ontains
G◦. It is known (Lemma 2.15, [R1℄) that G = GF |L1G
◦
, i.e., the losure of H again
oinides with G. 
Corollary 2.4. If L1, L2 are proper algebraially losed subelds of F , L1 is not
ontained in L2 and tr.deg(L1|L1 ∩L2) <∞ then the losure of H ontains GF |L
for some proper algebraially losed subeld L in L1.
Proof. Aording to Corollary 2.2, there exists an algebraially losed subeld L′
in F suh that tr.deg(L1|L1 ∩ L′) = 1 and H ⊇ GF |L′ . It follows from Lemma
2.3 that the subgroup generated by GF |L1 and GF |L′ is dense in GF |L, where
L := L1 ∩ L′. We dedue from this that the losure of H ontains some GF |L of
the desired type. 
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Proposition 2.5. The subgroup H = 〈GF |L1 , GF |L2〉 is dense in GF |L1∩L2 for
any subelds L1 and L2 in F suh that L1 ∩ L2 is algebrai over L1 ∩ L2 and
tr.deg(L1|L1 ∩ L2) <∞.
Proof. The usual Galois theory redues the problem to the ase of algebraially
losed L1 and L2. Next, we may assume that L2 does not ontain L1, and L1 6= F .
Set k := L1 ∩ L2. Let L = L ⊇ k be suh that H ⊇ GF |L and let tr.deg(L|k)(≤
tr.deg(L1|k)) be minimal. If L 6⊆ Lj (j = 1 or j = 2) then, aording to Corollary
2.4, (tr.deg(L|L ∩ Lj) ≤ tr.deg(L|k) <∞), the losure of the subgroup generated
by GF |L and GF |Lj , (and thus, the losure of H as well) ontains GF |L′ , where
L′ is a proper algebraially losed subeld in L, ontraditing the minimality of
tr.deg(L|k). Thus, L = k. 
Proposition 2.6. There is a morphism of ommutative assoiative unital monoids
inverting inlusions (transforming the intersetion of subgroups to the algebrai
losure of the ompositum of subelds, and the identity G to the identity k){
open
subgroups of G
}
α−→
{
algebraially losed subelds of F
of nite transendene degree over k
}
=: AΠ,
uniquely determined by the following equivalent onditions:
• GF |α(H) is a normal subgroup of H and, if possible, α(H) 6= F ;
• GF |α(H) ⊆ H and tr.deg(α(H)|k) is minimal.
In partiular, for any L ∈ AΠ distint from F and k, the normalizer G{F,L}|k of
GF |L is maximal among proper subgroups of G.
If n = ∞ then any proper open subgroup H of G is ontained in a maximal
proper subgroup of G, and any maximal proper open subgroup of G is of type
G{F,L}|k for some L ∈ AΠ, L 6= k. Besides that, α(H) = α(NGH).
Proof. If a subgroupH of G is open then there exists L ∈ AΠ suh that GF |L ⊆ H .
Let L be of minimal possible transendene degree. For any σ ∈ H the group H
ontains the losure of the subgroup generated by GF |L and GF |σ(L). Then, by
Proposition 2.5, H ontains GF |L∩σ(L), and therefore, σ(L) ⊇ L. Thus, H ⊆
G{F,L}|k. In other words, GF |L ⊳ H .
Let us hek the maximality of G{F,L}|k for L 6= k, F . If G{F,L}|k ⊆ U then
GF |K ⊆ U ⊆ G{F,K}|k for someK = K suh that tr.deg(K|k) ≤ tr.deg(L|k), sine
GF |L ⊆ U . The inlusion G{F,L}|k ⊆ G{F,K}|k takes plae only if either K = L, or
K = k. In the seond ase U = G.
If, moreover, GF |L′ ⊆ H for another L′ ∈ AΠ then either L ⊆ L′, or L = F .
If, in addition, H ⊆ G{F,L′}|k then either L = L′, or L = F , or L′ = F . This
shows that α is well-dened. This also implies that GF |α(H) ⊳ NGH , and thus,
α(H) = α(NGH), if n =∞.
Let us hek that α is a morphism. If GF |K ⊆ U ⊆ G{F,K}|k and GF |L ⊆ V ⊆
G{F,L}|k then GF |K L ⊆ U∩V ⊆ G{F,K,L}|k := G{F,K}|k
⋂
G{F,L}|k. As GF |K L ⊇
GF |KL and G{F,K,L}|k ⊆ G{F,KL}|k, it remains to show that α(U ∩ V ) = F in the
ase KL = F .
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If α(U) = F then evidently α(U ∩ V ) = F . If K and L are distint from F
then α(G{F,K,L}|k) = KL, i.e. again α(U ∩ V ) = F . 
Remarks. 1. If n <∞ and H ⊂ G is ontained in neither subgroup of type
G{F,L}|k for L ∈ AΠr {k, F} then F is algebrai over the subeld generated over
k by the H-orbit of x for any x ∈ F r k.
2. If tr.deg(L|k) = tr.deg(F |L) = ∞ then G{F,L}|k is maximal among the
proper losed subgroups of G, i.e., the subgroup H generated by G{F,L}|k and
by any σ ∈ G suh that σ(L) 6= L is dense in G. Question. Can one replae the
ondition `tr.deg(F |L) =∞' by the ondition `F 6= L'?
Proof. Replaing if neessary σ by σ−1, we may assume that σ(L) does not ontain
L. Aording to [R1, Proposition 2.14℄, the losure of H ontains GF |L∩σ(L), sine
this is the losure of the subgroup generated by GF |L and GF |σ(L). Set L
′ =
L ∩ σ(L).
Then there exists an element τ ∈ G{F,L}|k suh that L′ ∩ τ(L′) = k. Namely,
hoose a transendene base t1, t2, t3, . . . of L|k suh that L′ ⊆ k(t2, t3, . . . ). Let
τ ∈ G{F,L}|k be suh that τtj = tj−11 + tj for any j ≥ 1. Then any element of
L′∩τ(L′) has the following form F (t1+t2, t21+t3, . . . , tM−11 +tM ) = G(t2, t3, . . . , tM )
for some algebrai funtions F andG, and someM ≥ 2. The equality of the exterior
dierentials in Ω1F |k gives us
∑M−1
j=1 Fjd(t
j
1 + tj+1) =
∑M−1
j=1 Gjdtj+1, where Fj =
∂F/∂Xj and Gj = ∂G/∂Xj, or (
∑M−1
j=1 jt
j−1
1 Fj)dt1 =
∑M−1
j=1 (Gj − Fj)dtj+1,
whih is equivalent to Fj = Gj for all 1 ≤ j < M and
∑M−1
j=1 jt
j−1
1 Gj = 0, i.e.,
Fj = Gj = 0 for all 1 ≤ j < M . This means that L′ ∩ τ(L′) = k. 
3. Suppose that nitely generated subelds K1, . . . ,KN of F |k are in general
position. Then the ommon stabilizer of their algebrai losures G{F,K1,...,KN}|k
is ontained in preisely 2N − 1 maximal proper open subgroups of G: G{F,KS}|k
for all non-empty subsets S ⊆ {1, . . . , N}, where KS is the algebrai losure of
the ompositum of Kj for j ∈ S. Indeed, F, k and KS for all S are the only
algebraially losed subelds preserved by G{F,K1,...,KN}|k.
4. For any totally disonneted group H and a subgroup U ⊂ H the funtors
H0(U,−) and lim
U
−−−→⊂V⊂H
H0(V,−) on the ategory of smooth H-sets (or modules,
et.) oinide. Here V runs over the open subgroups of H .
In partiular, the following onditions are equivalent
1. H0(U1,−) = H0(U2,−) on the ategory of smooth representations of H ,
2. H0(U1,−) = H0(U2,−) on the ategory of smooth H-sets,
3. any open subgroup of H ontaining U1 ontains U2 and vie versa.
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Proof. Impliations (3)⇒(2)⇒(1) are trivial. (1)⇒(3). Assuming the ontrary, let
an open subgroup V ontains U1 but not U2. Then [1] ∈ H0(U1,Q[H/V ]), but
[1] 6∈ H0(U2,Q[H/V ]). 
Then one an haraterize the union of proper open subgroups of G as follows.
Corollary 2.7. If n =∞ then the union of proper open subgroups of G is a proper
dense subset of G. The following properties of an element σ ∈ G are equivalent.
1. σ does not belong to the union of the proper open subgroups of G,
2. W 〈σ〉 =WG for any smooth (i.e., with open stabilizers) G-set W ,
3. W 〈σ〉 =WG for any smooth representation W of G,
4. there are non-zero σ-invariant nite-dimensional F -vetor subspaes in ΩqF |k
for neither q ≥ 1,
5. there are no non-zero σ-invariant nite-dimensional F -vetor subspaes in
Ω1F |k.
If σ has these equivalent properties then for any smooth G-group M restrition to
〈σ〉 of any non-trivial smooth G-torsor under M is non-trivial, i.e., the sequene of
pointed sets {∗} −→ H1Sm(G,M) −→ H1(〈σ〉,M) is exat.1 As one an it imagine,
the groups Hom〈σ〉 are in general muh bigger than the groups HomG.
Proof. For instane, if {xi | i ∈ Z} is a transendene base of F over k and σ ∈ G
is suh that σxi = xi+1 for any i ∈ Z then G is the only open subgroup ontaining
σ.
To show the density, note that for any τ ∈ G and any L ⊂ F of nite
transendene degree over k there is σL ∈ G{F,Lτ(L)}|k suh that σL|L = τ |L.
(1), (2), (3) are equivalent by the preeding remark applied to U1 = G and
U2 = 〈σ〉.
(2)⇒(4). Consider the set of non-zero nite-dimensional F -vetor subspaes
in ΩqF |k. Clearly, it is smooth, and it has no elements xed by the whole group G.
Then any element xing a point of our set belongs to a proper open subgroup.
The impliation (4)⇒(5) is trivial. The impliation (5)⇒(2) follows from
Proposition 2.6.
Let K = k(xi | i ∈ Z) and K+ = k(xi | i ≥ 0). The Haar measure on GF |K
indues an embedding Hom〈σ〉(K,W ) →֒ Hom〈σ〉(F,W ) via the normalized trae
surjetion F −→ K. Let M = {PQ ∈ K+ | − 1 ≤ degx0 P < degx0 Q, P,Q ∈
σ(K+)[x0]}. Then the the natural map k ⊕ Q[〈σ〉] ⊗ (M ⊕ x0σ(K+)[x0]) −→ K
is an isomorphism of 〈σ〉-modules, and thus, Hom〈σ〉(K,W ) = Hom(k,WG) ⊕
Hom(M ⊕ x0σ(K+)[x0],W ). 
Remarks. 1. Even if there is a q-dimensional σ-invariant subspae in Ω1F |k
there does not always exist a σ-invariant subeld in F of transendene degree q
1
but H1Sm(G,M) →֒ H
1(〈σ〉, M) is not bijetive, as shows the example of trivial G-group M 6=
{1}.
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over k. Example. Let x, y, zi, i ∈ Z, form a transendene base of F |k, and σx = y,
σy = x2, σzi = zi+1. Then σω = −
√
2ω, where ω =
√
2 dxx − dyy . If there is a σ-
invariant subeld in F of transendene degree 1 over k, and ϕ is its non-onstant
element then onsider dϕ = ϕIdx + ϕIIdy. Then dϕ ∧ dσϕ = 0, so ϕI · σϕI =
2xϕII · σϕII . Set ψ = ϕI/ϕII . Then ψ · σψ = 2x. As the equation α · σα = 1 has
only onstant solutions, α = ±1 (sine this implies that α = σ2α), and therefore,
ψ = ±√2y/x. As the analyti solutions of xϕI(x, y) −
√
2yϕII(x, y) = 0 are of
type ϕ(x, y) = ξ(x
√
2y), we get ϕ ∈ k. 
2. If n = ∞ then any ountable free group H = ∗j∈SZ an be embedded
into G in suh a way that its intersetion with any proper open subgroup in G
is trivial. Namely, hoose a transendene base of F |k, and enumerate it by the
elements of H : {xh | h ∈ H}. Dene an ation of the generators {hj | j ∈ S} of
H on the transendene base by hjxh = xhjh. Clearly, this ation extends, though
not uniquely, to F .
Questions. 1. The preimage of any subgroup of a prime index in Q×+ under
the modulus harater gives, if n < ∞, an example of a maximal open proper
subgroup, not enounted by Proposition 2.6. Any ompat subset of G is ontained
in innitely many subgroups of this type. Are there any other maximal proper open
subgroups?
2. Do there exist losed subgroups not ontained in maximal proper ones?
3. Let Aσ := F 〈σ, σ−1〉 be the algebra of endomorphisms of the additive group
F generated by F and by σ±1 for some σ ∈ G. Clearly, Aσ is a Eulidean simple
entral F 〈σ〉-algebra, f. [O℄. The set of σ-invariant algebraially losed subelds
in F |k injets into the set of Aσ-submodules in Ω1F |k by L 7→ F ⊗L Ω1L|k. Suppose
that n = ∞ and σ does not belong to the union of the proper open subgroups of
G. In partiular, Ω1F |k is a torsion-free Aσ-module of at most ountable rank. In
a standard manner one heks that the nitely generated torsion-free Aσ-modules
are free.
An example of the Aσ-module Ω
1
F |k of rank 1, whih is not free, is given
by F = k(xi, yj | i ∈ Z, j ∈ N), where xi, yj are algebraially independent, we set
y0 = x0 and σxi = xi+1, σyj = yj−1+yj . In partiular, there is a stritly inreasing
sequene of σ-invariant algebraially losed subelds in F |k: k(σZx0) ⊂ k(σZy1) ⊂
k(σZy2) ⊂ . . .
The rank of the Aσ-module Ω
1
F |k is an invariant of the onjugay lass of σ.
What are the others?
In the ase F = k(xi | i ∈ Z), where xi are algebraially independent and
σxi = xi+1, one has Aσ
∼−→ Ω1F |k, α 7→ αdx0, so the set of Aσ-submodules in Ω1F |k
is in bijetion with the set of left ideals in Aσ, i.e., with the set of moni (non-
ommutative) polynomials in σ with non-zero onstant term. E.g., the polynomial
σ + 1 orresponds to k(xi + xi+1 | i ∈ Z) 6= F . The σZ-orbit of an element y ∈ F
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form a transendene base of F |k if and only if there exists i ∈ Z suh that
y ∈ k(xi)r k.
2.1. Stabilizers of `homotopy invariant' representations
Denote by IG the full subategory in SmG onsisting of representations W suh
that WGF |M = WGF |M′ for any extension M of k in F and any purely transen-
dental extension M ′ of M in F . Denote by I = I/k = IF |k : SmG −→ IG the left
adjoint to the inlusion funtor IG →֒ SmG, and set CL := IF |kQ[{L
/k→֒ F}] for
any extension L of k of nite type, f. [R1℄, 6.
The stabilizers of any objet of IG are of type G{F,F ′}|k ×GF ′|k H , where
F ′ ∈ AΠ (is an algebraially losed extension of k in F of nite transendene
degree) and H is an open subgroup of GF ′|k suh that if GF ′|L ⊆ H then L =
F ′. (This follows from Proposition 2.6, sine if Stabw = G{F,F1,...,Fs}|k ×GFs|k H ,
where H ⊆ GFs|k is open and if GFs|L ⊆ H then L = Fs; F1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Fs is a
ag in AΠ, and S is the union of transendene bases of F1|F2, . . . , Fs−1|Fs then
Stabw ⊇ GF |L(S), and therefore, Stabw ⊇ GF |L, i.e. F1 = Fs.)
One might wonder, whether the objets of IG (or of AdmG) are determined
by their stabilizers. The following example suggests that the morphisms are not
determined by the stabilizers, if one allows irreduible objets.
Example. There exist linear maps, respeting the stabilizers whih are not
G-equivariant. Namely, let A be a ommutative algebrai k-group, α be a Q-linear
homomorphism A(F )/A(k) −→ A(k)Q, and Λ ⊆ A(k)Q be a Q-vetor subspae.
Then id + α : W := A(F )Q/Λ −→ W preserves the stabilizers, but it is G-
equivariant only if α = 0.
3. Valuation subgroups
Let Ov be a valuation ring in F , mv = OvrO×v be the maximal ideal, and κ(v) be
the residue eld. If k ⊆ Ov, x a subeld k ⊆ F ′ ⊆ Ov identied with κ(v) by the
redution modulo mv. In this ase κ(v) is of harateristi zero (and algebraially
losed).
Set Gv := {σ ∈ G | σ(Ov) = Ov}. This is a losed subgroup in G.
The Q-vetor spae Γ := F×/O×v is totally ordered: v(x) ≥ v(y) if and only
if xy−1 ∈ Ov, where v : F× −→ Γ is the natural projetion. The rank of v is
r := dimQ Γ. We assume that it is nite.
Assume that the harateristis of a eld L and of the residue eld κ of a
valuation w of L are equal. Then w is alled disrete, if L is algebrai over the
subeld generated by a lift of a transendene base of κ and by a lift of a basis
of the valuation group. In partiular, v is disrete if and only if the transendene
degree of F over F ′ is equal to r.
The basi example of Ov is, after hoosing an arbitrary algebraially losed
F ′ ⊆ F , over whih F is of transendene degree r, a transendene base x1, . . . , xr
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of F over F ′, and embeddings Fj →֒ lim
N−→
Fj−1((x
1/N
j )) over Fj−1(xj), the preim-
age in F of the ring Ôr = F ′⊕p̂1 = lim
N−→
F ′[[x1/N1 ]]⊕p̂2 = Ôj−1⊕p̂j. Here F0 := F ′
and Fj = Fj−1(xj), p̂r+1 = 0 and p̂j = lim
N−→
x
1/N
j F
′((x1/N1 )) . . . ((x
1/N
j−1 ))[[x
1/N
j ]]⊕
p̂j+1 are prime ideals for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r + 1. In this ase v(xm11 ) < · · · < v(xmrr ) for
all m1, . . . ,mr > 0.
If r < ∞ and σ(Ov) ⊆ Ov for some σ ∈ G then σ ∈ Gv, sine σ indues
surjetive endomorphism of Γ, i.e. an automorphism.
It is well-known, [ZS℄, or Exerise 32, Chapter 5, [AM℄, that the omple-
ment O r p to a prime ideal p in a valuation ring O projets onto the set of all
non-negative elements in some isolated subgroup of the valuation group Γ, and
SpecO ∼−→ {isolated subgroups in Γ}, p 7→ 〈v(O r p)〉, so there are exatly r + 1
prime ideals in Ov.
Remarks. 1. If p 6= 0 is a non-maximal prime ideal of nite odimension in
Ov and Ov′ := (Ov)p then Gv ⊆ Gv′ (sine any element σ ∈ Gv preserves p, thus
also Ov r p, i.e. indues an automorphism of Ov′).
2. The inlusion Gv ⊂ G{F,Ov[x−11 ]}|k is proper for r > 1, i.e. Gv is not
maximal.
Let PrL be the set of disrete valuation rings of rank r in L, ontaining k,
admitting also the following desription. Let CrX be the set of hains of irreduible
normal subvarieties up to odimension r on an irreduible proper normal variety
X over k. Any proper surjetion with irreduible bres, e.g. a birational morphism,
X ′ pi−→ X indues an embedding CrX →֒ CrX′ , (Z1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Zr) 7→ (W 1 ⊃ · · · ⊃
W r), where W 0 := X ′ and W j := (π|W j−1 )−1prop(Zj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ r (and π|W1 :
W1
∼−→ Z1). If L is of nite type over k then PrL ∼= lim
X−→
CrX , where X runs
over the models of L|k, and PrF =
(
lim←−L
(
∐r
j=0 PjL)
)
r
∐r−1
j=0 PjF . In partiular,
P1L = C(k), if n = 1, where C is a smooth proper model of the eld L over k.
Any proper surjetion X ′ pi−→ X indues embeddings Z[CrX ] →֒ Z[CrX′ ] and
Z[CrX ]◦ →֒ Z[CrX′ ]◦, where Z[CrX ]◦ :=
⋂r−1
j=0 ker
(
Z[CrX ] −→ Z[Cr,jX ]
)
, Cr,jX denotes
the set of hains with no omponent of odimension j and CrX −→ Cr,jX is the
omitting of suh omponent.
In partiular, one an dene a smooth G-module Cr = lim
L−→
Z[PrL]◦, where
L ⊂ F runs over the set of subelds of nite type over k. Then one an dene a
morphism grW2qH
q
dR/k(F )
Res−→Cq ⊗ k by αdt1t1 ∧ · · · ∧
dtq
tq
7→∑σ∈Sq sgn(σ)α|D1...q ·
(Dσ(1) ⊃ Dσ(1)σ(2) ⊃ · · · ⊃
⋂q
j=1Dj =: D1...q), where Di is given loally by ti = 0
and α is regular in a neighbourhood of t1 = · · · = tq = 0.
The following fat is a well-known property of the Newton polygon.
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Lemma 3.1. Let O be a valuation ring in an algebraially losed eld L and v be the
valuation. Suppose that the oeients of a polynomial P (X) =
∑
s asX
s ∈ L[X ]
satisfy aiaj 6= 0 for some i < j and (j − i) · v(as) ≥ (j − s) · v(ai)− (i− s) · v(aj)
for any s.
Then there is z ∈ L suh that P (z) = 0 and (j − i) · v(z) = v(ai/aj).
Proof. Replaing as by as · a−1i · ts−i, where tj−i = ai/aj, and z by z/t, we may
assume that as ∈ O for any s and ai, aj ∈ O×, and look for z ∈ O× suh that
P (z) = 0.
If there is no suh z then P (X) = cQ(X)R(X), where c ∈ L×, Q(X) =∏
α∈S(X−α), R(X) =
∏
β∈T (1−βX) and S, T ⊂ m := OrO×. Thus, modulo m,
Q(X)R(X) is a power of x, ontraditing the existene of two non-zero (modulo
m) oeients of P (X). 
Lemma 3.2. If 0 ≤ r < n + 1 ≤ ∞ then the G-ation on the set of pairs (v,Λ),
where v : F× −→→ Γ ∼= Qr is an element of PrF and Λ ∼= Zr is a lattie in Γ, is
transitive. The stabilizer of (v,Λ) ats transitively on the set of maximal subelds
F˜ in F |k suh that v(F˜×) = Λ. The residue eld of F˜ oinides with κ(v) (in
partiular, it is algebraially losed).
Proof. Let 0 = Γ0 ⊂ Γ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Γr−1 ⊂ Γr = Γ be the isolated subgroups
in Γ. Choose x1, x2, · · · ∈ Ov suh that v(xj) ∈ Γj r Γj−1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ r and
xr+1, xr+2, . . . modulo mv form a transendene base of Ov/m over k. Clearly,
x1, x2, . . . are algebraially independent over k. Set k
′ = k(xr+1, xr+2, . . . ) ⊆ F
and F̂r := lim
N−→
k′((X1/N1 )) . . . ((X
1/N
r )).
Dene the embedding k(x1, x2, . . . )
ϕ→֒ k′((X1)) . . . ((Xr)) by xj 7→ Xj. It
respets the valuation. Consider the set S of embeddings into F̂r of subelds in
F ontaining k(x1, . . . , xn), extending ϕ and respeting the valuation. The set S
is partially ordered. Clearly, S ontains maximal elements. Let L′
ξ→֒ F̂r be a
maximal element of S. If
∑
s asy
s = 0 is a minimal polynomial of y ∈ F over L′
then there exist i < j suh that v(y) =
v(ai/aj)
j−i . By Lemma 3.1, there exists z ∈ F̂r
suh that
∑
s ξ(as)z
s = 0 and vˆ(z) =
vˆ(ξ(ai/aj))
j−i =
v(ai/aj)
j−i . Therefore, ξ extends
to L′(z) by y 7→ z, and thus, L′ = F .
This shows that ϕ extends to an embedding F →֒ F̂r, respeting the valua-
tion.
Thus, any element of PrF is determined by a hoie of x1, x2, · · · ∈ F alge-
braially independent over k and by an embedding of F into F̂r over k(x1, x2, . . . ).
Clearly, the G-ation is transitive on these data, whih means its transitivity on
PrF .
The ompletion of F˜ is isomorphi to k′((X1)) . . . ((Xr)), so F˜ is isomorphi to
the algebrai losure of k(x1, x2, . . . ) in k
′((X1)) . . . ((Xr)). As Gv ats transitively
on the latties in Γ, the isomorphism lass of the extension F˜ |k is determined
uniquely. 
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The Gv-ation on κ(v) indues a homomorphism Gv −→ Gκ(v)|k. Let
G†v := {σ ∈ Gv | σx− x ∈ mv for any x ∈ Ov}
= {σ ∈ G | σxx ∈ 1 +mv for any x ∈ O×v }
be its kernel, the `inertia' subgroup.
A ontinuous
2
setion of Gκ(v)|k →֒ Gv is determined by a subeld F ′ ⊆ Ov,
identied with κ(v) by the redution modulo mv, and by an embedding of F into
the eld of iterated Puiseux series lim
N−→
F ′((t1/N1 )) . . . ((t
1/N
r )) over F ′ ompatible
with valuations (i.e. by a hoie of a setion Γ →֒ F× of the valuation v).
As the entralizer of G†v is trivial, suh setions form a G
†
v-torsor. One has a
deomposition Gv = G
†
v(Gv ∩G{F,F ′}|k), where G†v ∩G{F,F ′}|k = Gv ∩GF |F ′ .
Restrition to F ′ and redution modulo mv, respetively, determine anonial
isomorphisms GF ′|k
∼←− (Gv ∩G{F,F ′}|k)/(Gv ∩GF |F ′) ∼−→ Gκ(v)|k.
Let B+ be the group of linear transformations of Γ (isomorphi to the group of
upper-triangular rational r× r matries with positive diagonal entries), respeting
the order, i.e. the ag of isolated subgroups 0 = Γ0 ⊂ Γ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Γr = Γ and the
orientation of eah Γj/Γj−1 ∼= Q, 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Then PrL onsists of (some) valuations
(L×/k×)⊗Q −→ Qr modulo the B+-ation. The Gv-ation on F× indues a linear
ation on Γ, preserving the order, i.e. a homomorphism Gv −→ B+, surjetive and
split, if v is disrete.
Let G◦v := {σ ∈ Gv | σx/x ∈ O×v for any x ∈ F×} be its kernel.
There is a homomorphism G†v ∩ G◦v −→ Hom(Γ, κ(v)×),3 σ 7−→ (v(x) 7→
σx/x mod mv), whih is surjetive and split, if v is disrete.
2
One an apply the well-known fat (f., e.g., [W℄) that the Z-subalgebra in k generated by the
oeients of any element of k((t)), whih is algebrai over k(t), has a nite number of generators.
Proof. Let F (f, t) = 0 be a minimal polynomial of some formal series f ∈ k[[t]]. Then the rst
partial derivative of F with respet to rst variable does not vanish at (f, t): FI(f, t) 6= 0, so
FI(f, t) ∈ t
sk[[t]]r ts+1k[[t]] for some s ≥ 0.
Denote by fn the only polynomial of degree < n ongruent to f modulo tn. For a polyno-
mial Φ in t and an integer m denote by Φ[m] the degree-m oeient of Φ. Clearly, FI(fn, t)[m]
is independent of n for n > m.
We are going to show that the Z-subalgebra in k generated by the oeients of f is
generated, in fat, by the oeients of F , by the oeients of fs+1 and by the inverse of a
polynomial in oeients of F and in oeients of fs+1.
This is done by indution on degree n > s: by denition, F (fn, t) ∈ tnk[[t]] and we have
to nd (assuming that it exists!) an element an ∈ k suh that F (fn + antn) ∈ tn+1k[[t]]. One
has F (fn + antn, t) ≡ F (fn, t) + FI(fn, t)ant
n (mod t2n), so the ondition is F (fn, t)[n+s] +
FI(fn, t)[s]an = 0. This is a linear equation with polynomial oeients in oeients of F and
in oeients of fs+1. As an is a (unique!) solution of this linear equation, FI(fn, t)[s] =: D is
non-zero. Then the oeients an are polynomials over Z in oeients of F , oeients of fs+1
and in D−1. 
3
Clearly, Hom(Γ, κ(v)×) ∼= ( lim
←−N
MN )
r
, where MNN′ := κ(v)
× −→→ MN′ := κ(v)
×
is the
raising to the N-th power.
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Lemma 3.3. Its kernel G1v := {σ ∈ Gv | σx/x ∈ 1 + mv for any x ∈ F×} ⊂ G†v is
a disrete subgroup if n <∞. The funtors H0(G,−) and H0(G1v,−) oinide on
the ategory of smooth G-sets, if n =∞ and v is disrete of nite non-zero rank.
Proof. The Gv-ation on F extends to a ontinuous Gv-ation on the ompletion
Fv of F , and the ontinuous G
1
v-ation on Fv is determined by the ation on some
r-tuple of elements, representing the isolated subgroups of Γ and by the ation
on some maximal subeld with trivial restrition of v. Clearly, the latter ation
is determined by its restrition to any transendene base over k. The seond
assertion follows from the fat that any open subgroup ontaining G1v oinides
with G, whih follows from Proposition 2.6. 
Remark. There is a natural inlusion of sets G◦v/G1v →֒ Hom(F×/(k× +
mv), κ(v)
×), [σ] 7→ (σx/x mod mv).
Let L be the funtion eld of a d-dimensional variety over k, I ⊆ {1, . . . , r} be
a subset and v ∈ PrF , p ∈ P |I|L . Let Op,v,I be the set of all embeddings σ : L
/k→֒ F
suh that σ−1(Ov) = Op and σ(L×) ∩ Γi 6= σ(L×) ∩ Γi−1 if and only if 1 ≤ i ≤ r
and i ∈ I.
Proposition 3.4. If m := max(0, r + d− n) ≤ |I| ≤ M := min(d, r) then Op,v,I is
a non-empty Gv-orbit. The set {L
/k→֒ F} is a disjoint union of Op,v,I . In parti-
ular, Q[{L /k→֒ F}]G†v =
⊕M
s=m
⊕
p∈PsL Q[{κ(p)
/k→֒ κ(v)}](rs) and Gv\{L
/k→֒ F} =∐M
s=m(PsL)
‘
(rs)
.
Proof. Any element of σ(L×) is either ontained in Ov, or its inverse is ontained
in Ov, i.e., Op := σ−1(Ov) is a valuation ring.4 Clearly, Op is a disrete valuation
ring.
As σ : L×/O×p →֒ F×/O×v , one has rk(L×/O×p ) ≤ M . Let us hek that
rk(L×/O×p ) ≥ m, and in partiular, the inlusion (L×/O×p )⊗Q
σ→֒ σ(L×)/σ(L×)∩
O×v ⊆ Γ is bijetive. Let x ∈ F× be algebrai over σ(L) and
∑m
j=0 ajx
j = 0 be a
minimal polynomial of x over σ(Op). Then there exist 0 ≤ i < j ≤ m suh that
aiaj 6= 0 and v(aixi) = v(ajxj), so v(x) = v(ai/aj)j−i , i.e., the element v(x) ∈ F×/O×v
is in the image of (L×/O×p )⊗ 1m!Z.
We may assume that aj = 1 for some j. Thus, if x ∈ Ov then its image in
Ov/mv is algebrai over σ(Op)/σ(mp), i.e. Ov/mv ∼= Op/mp, and therefore, p ∈ PrL,
if d = n.
To hek that Op,v,I is a Gv-orbit, we have to show that for any pair of
its elements σ, τ there exists ξ ∈ Gv, extending τσ−1 : σ(Op) ∼−→ τ(Op). The
4
Note, that the henselian property does not sue. For instane, if k(X) = k(x1, . . . , xd) is
embedded into the eld of frations of O := k[[T1, . . . , TN ]], xj 7→ T
αj
, |αj | = 0 then k(X)∩O =
k, sine it onsists of homogeneous funtions in T1, . . . , TN of degree 0.
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embeddings σ, τ : L
/k→֒ F are suh that σ(Op), τ(Op) ⊂ Ov and σ(L)× and τ(L)×
span some subspaes in Γ in the same position with respet to the ag of isolated
subgroups Γ1 ⊂ Γ2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Γr = Γ.
The set
S :=
{
A
ϕ→֒ Ov
∣∣∣∣ v(ϕ(x)) ≥ v(ϕ(y)), if v(x) ≥ v(y) for x, y ∈ A,σ(Op) ⊆ A ⊆ Ov, ϕ|σ(Op) = τσ−1
}
is non-empty, sine it ontains (σ(Op) τσ
−1
→֒ Ov). Aording to Zorn's lemma, there
are maximal elements in S, for instane, B
ψ→֒ Ov. Then B is integrally losed in
Ov, sine for any x ∈ Ov integral over B an embedding ψ extends to B[x] ⊆ Ov,
even respeting the order,
5
sine Ov is integrally losed in F . Thus, any element
of Ov an be presented as a/b, where a, b ∈ B and v(a) ≥ v(b). As ψ respets the
order, it maps Ov into Ov, i.e., Ov = B and ψ ∈ Gv, f. p.11.
The set Op,v,I is non-empty, sine, given an embedding L
/k→֒ F , the valuation
p extends to an element of PrF , and the group G permutes the elements of PrF
(Lemma 3.2). 
3.1. Valuations and maximal subgroups
Example. If n = 1 then to any valuation v the deomposition {k(C) /k→֒ F} =
C(F )r C(k) =
∐
C(k)(mv r {0}) is assoiated.
Proposition 3.5. If n = 1 then Op,v ∩ Oq,v′ is non-empty for any pair of distint
v, v′ ∈ P1F and any pair of distint points p, q ∈ C(k) on a smooth proper urve
C over k, i.e. there is an embedding σ : k(C)
/k→֒ F suh that σ(Op) ⊂ Ov and
σ(Oq) ⊂ Ov′ . (Here Op,v := Op,v,{1}.)
Proof. We onsider v and v′ as a ompatible system of points on smooth proper
urves over k with the funtion elds embedded into F : if Cβ −→→ Cα then vβ 7→ vα
and v′β 7→ v′α. One needs to hek that there exist β and a map Cβ −→→ C suh
that vβ 7→ p and v′β 7→ q.
Choose a non-onstant funtion x ∈ O(C r {p}), i.e. a surjetive morphism
C −→ P1 sending to∞ only p. Let C′ −→ C be a over suh that the omposition
C′ −→ C −→ P1 is a Galois over with the group A. For some α suh that
vα 6= v′α hoose a surjetion Cα −→ P1 suh that vα 7→ ∞ and v′α 7→ x(q).
Consider the normalization D of an irreduible omponent of C′ ×P1 Cα. The
surjetion D −→ Cα is isomorphi to the surjetion Cβ −→ Cα for some β. Let
π : Cβ −→ C′ be the projetion. As A ats transitively on the bres of the
omposition C′ −→ C −→ P1, there is an element γ ∈ A suh that γπ(v′β) belongs
to the preimage of q. Then the omposition Cβ
γpi−→ C′ −→ C maps vβ to p, and
v′β to q. 
5
i.e., if
Pm
s=0 asx
s = 0, as ∈ B and v(x) =
v(ai/aj)
j−i
for some i < j then one an hoose y ∈ Ov
suh that
Pm
s=0 ψ(as)y
s = 0 and v(y) =
v(ψ(ai/aj))
j−i
.
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Proposition 3.6. For any pair of distint v, v′ ∈ P1F the subgroup H, generated by
Gv and Gv′ , ats transitively on {L
/k→֒ F}, i.e. H is dense in G.
Proof. Let L be an extension of k and w,w′ : L×/k×
6≡0−→ Q be a pair of disrete
valuations. If O×w ⊆ O×w′ in L then O×w′/O×w is the kernel of Q ⊇ L×/O×w −→
→ L×/O×w′ ⊆ Q, whih is evidently injetive, so w = w′. Let w 6= w′. Then
for any x ∈ O×w one has either x ∈ Ow′ , or x−1 ∈ Ow′ , that is there is some
t ∈ O×w ∩ Ow′ suh that t 6∈ O×w′ . Fix suh t and t1/N for all integers N ≥ 1.
Let x1, x2, · · · ∈ O×w be a lifting of a transendene base of κ(w) over k(t). Set
k0 := k and dene indutively a stritly inreasing sequene of algebraially losed
subelds in {0}∪(O×w ∩O×w′) ⊂ L as follows. For any i ≥ 1 there exist P ∈ ki−1[T ],
an integer N ≥ 1 and M ∈ Q×+ suh that yi := t−M (xw
′(t)
i − tw
′(xi)P (t1/N )) ∈ O×w′
and yi 6∈ ki−1 +mw′ . Then y1, y2, . . . is another lifting of a transendene base of
κ(w) over k(t) in O×w . Set ki := ki−1(yi) and k′ =
⋃
i≥1 ki. Then κ(w) is algebrai
over the redution of k′ modulo mw and κ(w′) is algebrai over the redution of
k′ modulo mw′ . This shows that we are redued to the ase of n = 1.
By Proposition 3.5, for any ξ : L
/k→֒ F the map Gv × Gv′ −→ {L
/k→֒ F},
given by (σ, τ) 7→ στξ, is surjetive. 
If n = r = 1 dene ϕ : G1v −→ Γ ∪ {+∞} by σ 7→ v(σx/x − 1) for any
x ∈ mr {0}, or x ∈ F rOv.
Lemma 3.7. ϕ is independent of x and determines a bounded non-arhimedian
bi-invariant distane on G1v. The logarithmi distane transforms the adjoint Gv-
ation on G1v to the natural Gv-ation on Γ
∼= Q.
Proof. Independene of x: if σ 6= 1, y = ∑j≥1 ajxj/N 6= 0 for some aj ∈ k and
σx/x = 1 + axα, where a ∈ O×v and α > 0, then σy − y =
∑
j≥1 ajx
j/N ((1 +
axα)j/N − 1), i.e.
σy/y − 1 = v(y)
v(x)
axα + o(xα). (3.1)
Thus, v(σy/y − 1) = v(xα) = v(σx/x − 1).
From the equality στx/x − 1 = (σ(τx)/τx − 1)τx/x + τx/x − 1 we get
that ϕ(στ) ≥ min(ϕ(σ), ϕ(τ)), ϕ(ξτξ−1) = ξϕ(τ) for any ξ ∈ Gv (in partiular,
ϕ(ξτξ−1) = ϕ(τ) for any ξ ∈ G◦v) and ϕ(σ) = ϕ(σ−1): v(σ−1x/x− 1) = v(x/σx−
1) = ϕ(σ). 
Lemma 3.8. For any integer N ≥ 1 the self-map of G1v, σ 7→ σN , is injetive.
Proof. This follows from the identity (f +h)◦N = f◦N +Nh+ o(h) for any formal
Puiseux series f = x + o(x) and h = o(x) whih an be heked by indution
on N : for N = 1 this is evident; (f + h)◦(N+1) = (f + h)(f◦N + Nh + o(h)) =
f(f◦N + Nh + o(h)) + h + o(h) = f◦(N+1) + f ′(f◦N ) · Nh + o(h) + h + o(h) =
f◦(N+1) + (N + 1) · h+ o(h). 
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Let G1v(β) := {σ ∈ G1v | ϕ(σ) ≥ β}, where β ∈ Γ ⊗ R. This is a normal
subgroup in G◦v. Then G
1
v = G
1
v(0) = G
1
v(0)
+
, where G1v(β)
+ :=
⋃
γ>β G
1
v(γ) =
{σ ∈ G1v | ϕ(σ) > β}. Clearly, G1v(β) 6= G1v(γ), if β 6= γ.
Lemma 3.9. There is a anonial isomorphism G1v(β)/G
1
v(β)
+ ∼−→ Hom(Γ,m[β]),
where
m[β] = {x ∈ m | v(x) ≥ β}/{x ∈ m | v(x) > β} ∼=
{
k, if β ∈ Γ and β > 0
0, otherwise
Proof. It is lear from the formula (3.1) that any element σ ∈ G1v(β) indues a
homomorphism Γ −→ m[β], v(y) 7→ σy/y − 1.
This gives a surjetive homomorphism G1v(β)/G
1
v(β)
+ −→ Hom(Γ,m[β]):
σξ 7−→ (v(x) 7→ σξx/x − 1 = σ(ξx/x − 1)σx/x + (σx/x − 1) ≡ (ξx/x − 1) +
(σx/x − 1)).
Let us hek its injetivity: σx = x(1+ axβ +xβh), h ∈ m. Let τ [x(1+ axβ +
xβh)] := x(1 + axβ). Then τσx/x = 1 + axβ and, if we set y := x(1 + axβ) then
x(1 + axβ + xβh) = y+ o(yβ+1), and thus, τ ∈ G1v(β)+. Finally, G1v(β)/G1v(β)+ =
Hom(Γ,m[β]). 
Lemma 3.10. G1v(β) is surjetive over G/G
◦
for any β ∈ Γ⊗ R.
Proof. As Gv is maximal and does not ontain G
◦
, it sues to show that the
subgroup generated by G1v(β) and G
◦
ontains Gv. A hoie of a setion s : Γ −→
F× of the projetion v : F× −→ Γ determines an additive setion Hom(Γ, k×) −→
G◦v ∩ G◦ of the projetion G◦v −→ Hom(Γ, k×). A hoie of x ∈ m ∩ s(Γ) gives
a bijetion of sets G1v and m: m ∋ m : x 7→ x(1 + m). The elements (x 7→ (1 +
xα)1/α−1) ∈ Gv ∩G◦, α ∈ Q×+, determine a set-theoreti setion of the projetion
Gv −→ Q×+.
It remains to hek that the subgroup generated by G1v(β) and G
1
v ∩ G◦
ontains G1v. Clearly, x(1 + ax
α)−1/α ∈ G1v ∩G◦. If an element of G1v is presented
by h = x(1 + axα + o(xα)) ∈ x(1 + m) ∩ k[[x1/N ]] then h(1 + aαhα)−1/α =
x(1 + o(xα)) ∈ x(1 +m) ∩ k[[x1/N ]]. So the omposition of h with an appropriate
element of G1v ∩G◦ will be in G1v(β). 
4. Valuations and assoiated funtors
The aim of this setion is to assoiate a sheaf in the smooth topology to any
smooth representation of G. This an be ahieved in the following way. For eah
smooth k-variety X , a sheme point p ∈ X and an embedding k(Xp)
/k→֒ F of the
funtion eld of the onneted omponent Xp ∋ p of X , dene a olletion JX,p
of subelds in F and then set WX,p :=WGF |k(Xp) ∩
(∑
F ′′∈JX,p W
GF |F ′′
)
. This is
what is alled globalization, f. 4.1.
Obviously, for any q ≥ 0 we want to get the sheaf of dierential q-forms
ΩqO|k from the smooth representation Ω
q
F |k of G. For the representation
⊗q
F Ω
1
F |k
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there are more options: one `homotopy invariant'
⊗q
O Ω
1
O|k (whih is more reason-
able), and another one with the Galois desent property. Here `homotopy invariant'
means that for any projetive bundle X −→ Y with a proper base Y the indued
morphism of setions is an isomorphism.
On the other hand, it is natural to ask, whether the onstruted sheaves are
funtorial with respet to the regular embeddings. In some extremal situation this
is disussed in 4.2.
4.1. The globalization funtor
For any olletion J of subelds F ′′ ⊂ F the additive funtor
ΦJ :W 7→
∑
F ′′∈J
WGF |F ′′
on SmG preserves surjetions if any element of J is either of innite transen-
dene degree over k, or is ontained in an element of J of arbitrarily big nite
transendene degree over k. In general, ΦJ preserves the injetions.
Remark. If J onsists of all purely transendental extensions of k then
ΦJ(Ω
q
F |k) = Ω
q
F |k if n > q and ΦJ(Ω
q
F |k,reg) = 0 for any q ≥ 1, so ΦJ is not
exat in general, even if n =∞.
In partiular, for a disrete valuation v ∈ PrF onsider the funtor
(−)v : SmG −→ SmGv ,
W 7→ Wv :=
∑
F ′′⊂Ov W
GF |F ′′ =
∑
σ∈Gv W
GF |σ(F ′) =
∑
σ∈G†v W
GF |σ(F ′) ⊆ W for
any algebraially losed subeld F ′ ⊂ Ov suh that tr.deg(F ′|k) = tr.deg(F |k)−r.
Set Γr(W ) :=
⋂
v∈Pr
F
Wv and Γ := Γ1, so Γr : SmG −→ SmG are additive
funtors.
Example. Q[{L /k→֒ F}]v = Q[{L
/k→֒ Ov}] and (F [{L
/k→֒ F}])v = Ov[{L
/k→֒
Ov}] (and all these modules are zero if tr.deg(L|k) > n− r).
If n = ∞ then for any open subgroup U ⊆ G the module Q[G/U ]v (resp.,
(F [G/U ])v) is the diret sum of Q · [σ] (resp., of Ov · [σ]) over all [σ] ∈ G/U suh
that σUσ−1 ontains GF |L for some subeld L ⊂ Ov. (Proof. There are no proper
open subgroups of nite index in GF |F ′′ for any algebraially losed subeld F ′′
over whih F is of innite transendene degree, f. [R1℄. Thus, either GF |F ′′ xes
the oset [σ], or the GF |F ′′ -orbit of [σ] is innite. )
In partiular, (F [G/U ])v ⊗Ov F = F [G/U ] if and only if U = G. (Suppose
that U 6= G and F [G/U ] surjets naturally onto F [G/U ′] for a maximal open
subgroup U ′ = G{F,L}|k ontaining U , where L is an algebraially losed subeld
in F |k of nite transendene degree, and (F [G/U ])v⊗OvF surjets naturally onto
(F [G/U ′])v ⊗Ov F . However, (F [G/U ′])v ⊗Ov F = F [{subelds F ′′ ⊂ Ov | F ′′ ∼=
L}] 6= F [G/U ′]. )
Lemma 4.1. Let v : F×/k× −→ Γ be a disrete valuation of F , and k ⊆ L ⊆ F be
a subeld. Set
Lhv := {a ∈ F | for any γ ∈ Γ there is aγ ∈ L suh that v(a− aγ) > γ} ⊆ L.
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Then W
G
F |Lhv = WGF |L∩Gv for any smooth G-set W . However, the inlusion
GF |Lhv ⊃ GF |L ∩Gv is strit, unless Γ = 0.
Proof. Let w ∈WGF |L∩Gv . By Proposition 2.6, GF |L∩Gv ⊆ Stabw ⊆ G{F,K}|k for
K = α(Stabw) ∈ AΠ. This means that K ⊂ L (otherwise, for any f ∈ Kr (K∩L)
and any t 6∈ L with v(t)≫ 0 there is σ ∈ GF |L∩G†v suh that σf = f+ t 6∈ K), i.e.
GF |L ⊆ GF |K ⊆ Stabw. On the other hand, GF |L ∩Gv −→ GL|Lhv , and therefore,
Stabw ⊇ GF |Lhv . 
Lemma 4.2. In the setup of Lemma 4.1 the sequene 1 −→ GF |L ∩G†v −→ GF |L ∩
Gv −→ Gκ(v)|κ(v|L) −→ 1 is exat. 
Lemma 4.3. If n =∞ then there are anonial isomorphisms
HomG(W,W
′) ∼−→ HomGv (Wv,W ′) = HomGv (Wv,W ′v)
for any W,W ′ ∈ SmG. In partiular, the funtor (−)v : SmG −→ SmGv , is fully
faithful.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, W ′GF |F ′ = W ′GF |F ′∩Gv . The Gv-module Wv is generated
by its subspae WGF |F ′ for any algebraially losed subeld F ′ ⊂ Ov of innite
transendene degree, so
HomGv(Wv ,W
′) ⊆ HomG{F,F ′}|k∩Gv(WGF |F ′ ,W ′)
= HomG{F,F ′}|k∩Gv(W
GF |F ′ ,W ′GF |F ′∩Gv) = HomGF ′|k(W
GF |F ′ ,W ′GF |F ′ ).
This implies that HomGv (Wv,W
′) = HomGv(Wv,W ′v).
As W 7→ WGF |F ′ gives an equivalene of ategories SmG −→ SmGF ′|k ,
f. [R1, Lemma 6.7℄, the omposition HomG(W,W
′)
γ−→ HomGv(Wv,W ′) →֒
HomGF ′|k(W
GF |F ′ ,W ′GF |F ′ ) is an isomorphism, i.e. γ is also an isomorphism. 
Remark. Clearly, (−)v does not preserve the irreduibility: the surjetion
Wv −→ H0(G†v,Wv) is usually non-injetive and nontrivial, e.g. (F/k)v = Ov/k %
mv = p1 % p2 % · · · % pr has length r + 1. However, (−)v preserves the existene
of a yli vetor: if W ∈ SmG is yli then the GF ′|k-module WGF |F ′ admits
some yli vetor w (as H0(GF |F ′ ,−) : SmG −→ SmGF ′|k is an equivalene of
ategories), and thus, w generates the Gv-module Wv. It follows from Lemma 4.3
that if W is irreduible and Wv is semisimple then Wv is irreduible.
Lemma 4.4. Let J be a olletion of algebraially losed subelds F ′′ ⊂ F of ount-
able transendene degree over k. The following onditions on J are equivalent:
• the funtor ΦJ is exat;
• for any integer N ≥ 1, any extension L of k of nite type, any olletion of
embeddings ξj : L
/k→֒ Fj with Fj ∈ J for any 1 ≤ j ≤ N , and any σ : L
/k→֒ F
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there is an element α ∈ Q[G] suh that αξj = 0 for any 1 ≤ j ≤ N and
ασ − σ ∈ Q[{L /k→֒ F ′′ | F ′′ ∈ J}];
• for any irreduible k-variety X, any integer N ≥ 1, any olletion of domi-
nant k-morphisms fj : X −→ Yj with dim Yj < dimX for any 0 ≤ j ≤ N
suh that f0 does not fator through fj for any 1 ≤ j ≤ N , and any generi
point σ : k(Y0)
/k→֒ F there is a generi 0-yle α ∈ X(F ) suh that (fj)∗α = 0
for any 1 ≤ j ≤ N and (f0)∗α− σ ∈ Q[{k(Y0)
/k→֒ F ′′ | F ′′ ∈ J}].
Proof. ΦJ is exat if and only if for any exat sequene 0 −→ A −→ B −→ E in
SmG its subsequene ΦJ(A) −→ ΦJ(B) −→ ΦJ (E) is exat, i.e. δJ(A ⊂ B) :=
(A
⋂
ΦJ (B))/ΦJ (A) vanishes. We are looking for inlusions A ⊂ B suh that
δJ(A ⊂ B) 6= 0. Suppose that an element γ ∈ A
⋂
ΦJ(B) does not belong to
ΦJ(A). Let γ =
∑N
j=1 γj for some N ≥ 2 and γj ∈ BGF |Lj , where Lj are some
subelds of nite type over k of some elements of J . Then we an replaeB with the
submodule generated by γ1, . . . , γN , and replae A with the submodule generated
by γ.
Then A →֒ B is dominated by the diagonal morphism
C
∆−→ D := C⊕N
↓ ↓ π
A →֒ B,
where L is the ompositum of L1, . . . , LN and C := Q[{L
/k→֒ F}], by sending the
generator id : L
/k→֒ F of C to γ and the generator of j-th multiple of D = C⊕N
to γj .
Let K := ker(π : D −→ B). The inlusion ΦJ(A) ⊂ A
⋂
ΦJ (B) is dominated
by the inlusion ΦJ(C) ⊂ ∆−1(K+ΦJ(C)⊕N ), sine∆−1(K+ΦJ(C)⊕N ) oinides
with
{β = βj + κj ∈ C | 1 ≤ j ≤ N , βj ∈ ΦJ(C), κ = (κ1, . . . ,κN ) ∈ K},
so δJ(A ⊂ B) = ∆−1(K + ΦJ(D))/(ΦJ (C) + ∆−1(K)), i.e. ΦJ(A) = A
⋂
ΦJ(B)
if and only if ΦJ(C) + ∆
−1(K) = ∆−1(K +ΦJ(C)⊕N ).
Let β ∈ ∆−1(K + ΦJ (D)) ⊆ C, so β = βj + κj for some βj ∈ ΦJ(C),
1 ≤ j ≤ N , and κ = (κ1, . . . ,κN ) ∈ K. If β has a non-zero image in δJ(A ⊂ B)
then it has also a non-zero image in ∆−1(K ′+ΦJ(D))/(ΦJ (C)+∆−1(K ′)), where
K ′ is the G-submodule in K generated by κ. Replaing A with C/∆−1(K ′) and B
with D/K ′ we an further suppose that K is generated by κ. If there is α ∈ Q[G]
suh that αβj = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N and αβ − β ∈ ΦJ (C) then ακ = ∆αβ ∈ K,
so β = (β − αβ) + αβ ∈ ΦJ(C) + ∆−1(K).
Conversely, let A = C/∆−1(K) and B = C⊕(N+1)/K, where C = Q[{L /k→֒
F}] and K generated by κ = (σ, σ − ξ1, . . . , σ − ξN ). Clearly,
∆σ = κ + (0, ξ1, . . . , ξN ) = κ + (0, ξ1, . . . , ξN ) ∈ K +ΦJ(C)⊕(N+1).
If ΦJ is exat then σ belongs, in fat, to ∆
−1(K) + ΦJ (C), i.e. σ = β + ψ for
some β ∈ ΦJ(C) and ψ ∈ ∆−1(K). Then, as κ is a generator of K, there exists
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α ∈ Q[G] suh that ακ = (ψ, . . . , ψ), and therefore, σ − β = ασ = α(σ − ξj) for
any 1 ≤ j ≤ N , so αξj = 0 and ασ = σ − β. Clearly, this is equivalent to the
seond ondition of Lemma.
The seond and the third onditions are related as follows.X is a variety with
the funtion eld equal to the ompositum of all ξj(L) and σ(L), the morphisms
fj are indued by the inlusions of the funtion elds. Clearly, the diret image
of 0-yles to j-th multiple in the geometri ase beomes the ation on ξj in the
algebrai ase. 
`Negative' remarks. 1. Given a subset X ⊂ Y1 × Y2, it may well happen
that the indued homomorphism α : Z[X ] −→ Z[Y1]×Z[Y2] is injetive, even if all
the bres of both projetions are innite.
To see what is going on, and to onstrut an example, we assoiate to our
data X ⊂ Y1×Y2 a graph Γ with oloured edges in the following way. The verties
of Γ are elements of Y1, the olours of the edges of Γ are elements of Y2. Any pair
of verties is joined by at most one edge of any given olour. A pair of verties
a 6= b is joined by an edge of olour c if and only if (a, c), (b, c) ∈ X .
We laim that if α is injetive then any pair of verties is joined by at most
one edge. Indeed, otherwise, if a and b are joined by olours c and d then (a, c)−
(b, c)− (a, d) + (b, d) is a non-zero element in the kernel of α.
Clearly, if a and b, b and c are joined by olour d then a and c are joined by
olour d (transitivity).
Suppose that there is a yle in Γ, say, with (pairwise distint) verties ai and
edges of olours bi, i ∈ Z/nZ, where ai and ai+1 are joined by an edge of olour
bi. Then (ai, bi), (ai, bi−1) ∈ X for all i ∈ Z/nZ, and therefore,
∑
i∈Z/nZ[(ai, bi)−
(ai, bi−1)] is an element in the kernel of α. It should be zero, i.e., b1 = · · · = bn. In
other words, any yle in Γ should be monooloured.
Similarly, suppose that there is a yle of olours in Γ, i.e., a olletion ver-
ties ai, 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 2, and (pairwise distint) olours bj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, where ai
and ai+1 are joined by an edge of olour bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and an+1 and an+2
are joined by an edge of olour b1. Then (ai, bi), (ai+1, bi) ∈ X for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
and (an+1, b1), (an+2, b1) ∈ X , so therefore,
∑n
i=2[(ai, bi) − (ai+1, bi)]− (a2, b1) +
(an+1, b1) is a non-zero element in the kernel of α, leading to ontradition. In
other words, for any olour b ∈ Y2 any pair of edges of olour b in any onneted
omponent of Γ has a ommon vertex.
Now we produe an example of Γ. The set of its verties is onstruted in-
dutively, as the union of an inreasing sequene of sets Si. Let S0 be a set (of
verties). We join the elements of S0 pairwise by the olour 0. For eah s ∈ S0
x a set Ss,0. We join the elements of {s}
∐
Ss,0 pairwise by the olour (s, 1). For
eah s ∈ S1 := S0 ⊔
∐
s′∈S0 Ss,0 x a set Ss,1. We join the elements of {s}
∐
Ss,1
pairwise by the olour (s, 2). For eah s ∈ S2 := S1⊔
∐
s′∈S1 Ss,1 x a set Ss,2. We
join the elements of {s}∐Ss,2 pairwise by the olour (s, 3). And so on. We thus
get a graph with verties Y1 =
⋃
j≥1 Sj and olours of edges Y2 = {0} ⊔
∐
j≥0 Sj .
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2. Consider a map f : X −→ ∏Nj=1 Yj . It indues a homomorphism α =
(fj∗) : Z[X ] −→
∏N
j=1 Z[Yj ] suh that the diagram
Q
deg←− Q[X ] id−→ Q[X ]
↓ ∆ ↓ α ‖∏N
j=1Q
deg←− ∏Nj=1Q[Yj ] ϕ99K Q[X ]
is ommutative. If the indued homomorphism α is injetive then f is an inlusion
and there are maps ϕj : Yj −→ Q[X ] suh that
∑N
j=1 ϕj(fj(P )) = [P ] for any
P ∈ X .
Let us show that in the situations, we are interested in, one an arrange
so that there will exist maps ϕj : Yj −→ Q[X ] suh that
∑N
j=1 ϕj(fj(Pj)) = 0.
In other words, we an always assume that the indued homomorphism (fj∗) :
Q[X ]◦ −→∏Nj=1Q[Yj ]◦ is not surjetive. Changing slightly notations, let an ane
variety X ⊂ AMk be given by some polynomial equations, one of whih is P = 0.
There is an integer N ≥ 2 and linear funtions f1, . . . , fN on AMk , and oeients
ai ∈ k and ni ∈ N suh that P =
∑
j aif
ni
i . Choose a Q-linear embedding λ : F →֒
Q[X(F )], and set ϕj = λ(aixni) : F −→ Q[X(F )].
3. The group homomorphisms is a soure of non-injetiveness of α, f. Propo-
sition 4.5 below. One ould ask, whether in a given situation one an nd a group
struture on X so that the projetions to Yi beame homomorphisms. This is not
always possible. Namely, if f = (f1, f2) : X −→ Y1 × Y2 is a homomorphism then
f−11 (a) = α ker f1, so f2(f
−1
1 (a)) = βf2(ker f1). Thus for any a, b ∈ Y1 one has
either f2(f
−1
1 (a)) = f2(f
−1
1 (b)), or f2(f
−1
1 (a)) ∩ f2(f−11 (b)) = ∅. In the following
example this property does not hold, so f is not a homomorphism. Let L1, L2 be
nitely generated extensions of k, X = {L1⊗k L2
/k→֒ F}, Yj = {Lj
/k→֒ F} and fj :
X −→ Yj the restrition maps. Then f2(f−11 (σ)) = {ξ : L2
/k→֒ F | ∃ξˆ : L1⊗kL2
/k→֒
F suh that ξˆ|L1 = σ} = {ξ : L2
/k→֒ F | ξ(L2) and σ(L1) are in general position},
so the intersetions of f2(f
−1
1 (σ)) and f2(f
−1
1 (τ)) are non-empty for all σ, τ . On
the other hand, f2(f
−1
1 (σ)) 6= f2(f−11 (τ)) if σ, τ are in general position.
In view of Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 4.5, there are some reasons to expet
that (−)v is exat. Namely, the seond of equivalent onditions of Lemma 4.4 is
satised for σ in general position with respet to the ompositum of all ξj(L). Also,
this ondition is satised in the following situation. Let L be the funtion eld of
an algebrai k-group A, and B be an algebrai k-subgroup of AN+1 of dimension
> dimA, surjetive over all multiples A. Suppose that ξj and σ are indued by a
generi point ξ : k(B)
/k→֒ F and the projetions B ⊆ AN+1 prj−→ A.
(Example. L is purely transendental of degree one and ξj sends a generator
of L to x0 + λj · t for some λj ∈ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ N , and σ sends a generator of L to t,
where x0 ∈ Ovr (k+mv) and t ∈ mvr{0}. Then A ∼= Ga,k and B ∼= Ga,k×Ga,k.)
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Proof. We need an element α ∈ Q[G] suh that prj∗αξ = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ N and
pr0∗αξ = 0.
Assume λ0 = 1 and λN+1 = 0 and that λj ∈ k are pairwise distint for
0 ≤ j ≤ N + 1. Let H ∼= (Z/2Z)N+1 be generated by e0, . . . , eN and Hs =
H/〈e0, . . . , ês, . . . , eN 〉 for all 0 ≤ s ≤ N . We onsider the haraters of Hs as
haraters of H : H∨s ⊂ H∨. Fix a olletion of elements yχ ∈ F , parametrized by
the haraters χ ∈ H∨, linearly independent over Qab(λ1, . . . , λN ) and suh that
y1 +
N∑
s=0
∑
16=χ∈H∨s
yχ = x0 and (4.1)
∑
16=χ∈(H/〈e1−e0,...,eN−e0〉)∨
yχ −
N∑
s=0
λ−1s ·
∑
16=χ∈H∨s
yχ = t. (4.2)
For a harater χ : H −→ {±1} set fχ =
∑
h∈H χ(h) ·h ∈ k[H ], so gfχ = χ(g) · fχ
for any g ∈ H . Let w =∑h∈H wh ·h =∑χ∈(H/〈e1−e0,...,eN−e0〉)∨ yχ ·fχ+∑Ns=1(1−
λ−1s ) ·
∑
16=χ∈H∨s yχ · fχ and x =
∑
h∈H xh · h = y1 · f1 +
∑N
s=0
∑
16=χ∈H∨s yχ · fχ.
One an rewrite the oordinates of w and of x as follows:
wh =
∑
χ∈(H/〈e1−e0,...,eN−e0〉)∨
yχ · χ(h) +
N∑
s=1
(1− λ−1s ) ·
∑
16=χ∈H∨s
yχ · χ(h),
xh = y1 +
N∑
s=0
∑
16=χ∈H∨s
yχ · χ(h).
As yχ are linearly independent over Qab(λ1, . . . , λN ), the oordinates of w and of
x are pairwise distint. In partiular, their stabilizers in SH are trivial.
For some 1 6= χ0 ∈ H∨0 one an hoose yχ ∈ F ′ ⊂ Ov algebraially indepen-
dent over k(x0) for χ 6= 1, χ0. Then dene yχ0 by (4.2), and dene y1 by (4.1).
Clearly, y1 is transendental over k(yχ | χ 6= 1), so (i) wh − xh ∈ Ov r (k + mv),
(ii) xh and wh are algebraially independent over k for any h ∈ H , (iii) xh and
wh−e0 are algebraially independent over k for any h ∈ H .
Then we dene embeddings σh, τh : k(x0, t)
/k→֒ F by σhx0 = τhx0 = xh,
σht = wh − xh and τht = wh−e0 − xh−e0 (and extend them arbitrarily to elements
of G). Then the element α =
∑
h∈H(σh − τh) satises the assumptions of Lemma
4.4. 
Slightly more generally, suppose we are given
• a nite subset S of the projetive line P1(k),
• a nite subset T ⊂ Zr {±1} ontaining a non-zero element, and
• a olletion of rational funtions (ϕj(Y ))j∈T .
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Then we get a homomorphism Z[F××Frk] −→ Z[F ]eS⊕Z[F ]T⊕Z[F×], [(X,Y )] 7→(
([aX − bY ])(a:b)∈S , ([Xjϕj(Y )])j∈T , [X/Y ]
)
, for the pull-bak S˜ of S in the set of
non-zero pairs in k.
Let us onstrut a series of elements in its kernel. Let d be the least ommon
multiple of the numbers |j| for all non-zero j ∈ T , and P be the set of prime
divisors of d. Replaing S with
⋃
ζ∈µd ζS, we may assume that S is µd-invariant.
For eah line i ∈ S x a non-zero vetor (ai, bi) ∈ F × F on it. Consider the
elements
A =
∑
I⊆P
(−1)|I|[(0, β)] ⊕·
⊕∏
i∈S

[(0, 0)]− [(∏
p∈I
ζp · bi, ai)]

 ,
where ζp is a primitive p-th root of unity and
⊕· and
⊕∏
denote the produts in the
group ring Z[F 2] of the additive group F 2.
Set ζI :=
∏
p∈I ζp. Clearly, the element A is equal to∑
I⊆P
∑
J⊆S
(−1)|I|+|J|[(ζIbJ , aJ + β)] =
∑
I⊆P
∑
∅6=J⊆S
(−1)|I|+|J|[(ζIbJ , aJ + β)],
where aJ :=
∑
i∈J ai and bJ :=
∑
i∈J bi, and there are no aneling summands in
the latter sum for suiently general hoie of ((ai, bi))i∈S . Now, for all appropriate
((ai, bi))i∈S , λ, β, the element∑
I⊆P
∑
∅6=J⊆S
(−1)|I|+|J| ([(ζIbJ , aJ + β)]− [(λζIbJ , λaJ + λβ)])
belongs to the kernel.
Proposition 4.5. Let H be an algebrai k-group, N ≥ 1 be an integer, and Hi be
a k-subgroup for eah 0 ≤ i ≤ N . Suppose that Hj normalizes Hi for eah pair
1 ≤ i < j ≤ N and Hi is ontained in H0 for neither 1 ≤ i ≤ N . Denote by fi :
H −→ H/Hi the orresponding projetions. Then there is a 0-yle α ∈ Q[H(F )]
suh that (fi)∗α = 0 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ N and (f0)∗α 6= 0. More expliitly, almost
all 0-yles of type (h1 − 1) · · · (hN − 1), where hi ∈ Hi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , satisfy
these onditions.
Proof. The ondition (fi)∗α = 0 means that α ∈
∑
h∈Hi Q[H(F )](h−1). It is thus
suient to hek that (hi− 1) · · · (hN − 1) ∈
∑
h∈Hi Q[H(F )](h− 1). This an be
shown by desending indution on i: (hi−1)(hi+1−1) = (hihi+1h−1i −1)(hi−1)+
hi+1(h
−1
i+1hihi+1h
−1
i − 1) ∈
∑
h∈Hi Q[H(F )](h− 1), the ase i = N being trivial.
The set
{(h1, . . . , hN) ∈ H1 × · · · ×HN | (h1 − 1) · · · (hN − 1) ∈
∑
h∈H0
Q[H(F )](h− 1)}
is an algebrai subvariety in H1 × · · · ×HN . In fat, it is a union of subvarieties
ontained in the subvarieties of type {(h1, . . . , hN ) ∈ H1 × · · · ×HN | hi1 · · ·his ∈
hj1 · · ·hjtH0} for all 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < is ≤ N and some t ≡ s + 1 mod 2 and
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1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jt ≤ N . The latter subvarieties are proper, sine H0 ontains
neither of Hi. 
Lemma 4.6. If n =∞ and r = 1 then the projetion Q[{k(X) /k→֒ Ov}] −→ Ck(X)
is surjetive for any irreduible variety X over k.
Proof. Let P : k(X)
/k→֒ F be a generi point. Choose a subeld k′ ⊂ Ov∩P (k(X))
over k projeting isomorphially onto (Ov ∩ P (k(X)))/(mv ∩ P (k(X))) ⊂ κ(v).
Let k′(C) := k′P (k(X)) ⊂ F . If P does not fator through Ov then k′(C) is
the funtion eld of a smooth proper urve over k′. As the lass of P in Ck(X) be-
longs to the image of Q[{k′(C) /k
′
→֒ F}] −→ I/k′Q[{k′(C)
/k′→֒ F}] = Pic(CF )Q −→
Ck(X), it remains only to hek the surjetivity of Q[{k′(C)
/k′→֒ Ov}] −→ Pic(CF )Q.
By [R1, Corollary 3.5℄, the generi points k′(C)
/k′→֒ κ(v) generate Pic(Cκ(v)).
Let us hek the transitivity of the (G†v ∩GF |k′)-ation on the generi bres
of the speialization Pic(CF )
s−→ Pic(Cκ(v)) (i.e. over all k′(PicjC) σ→֒ κ(v)). Let
x1, . . . , xg be a transendene base of k
′(PicjC) over k′, and ξ1, ξ2 : k′(PicjC)
/k→֒
Ov be a pair of liftings of σ. Then there exists an element τ ∈ G†v∩GF |k′ suh that
τξ1xj = ξ2xj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ g. The eld k′(PicjC) is generated over k′(x1, . . . , xg)
by an algebrai element f . Aording to Hensel's lemma, τξ1f = ξ2f . (Note, that
one an replae PicC by an arbitrary smooth variety over k′.)
Thus, the kernel of s oinides with {τσ˜− σ˜ | τ ∈ G†v ∩GF |k′}, and therefore,
the generi points k′(C)
/k′→֒ Ov (i.e. whose speializations are also generi) generate
Pic(CF ). 
Corollary 4.7. Γ(W ) =Wv =W for any W ∈ IG.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.6 in the ase of W = Ck(X). As Ck(X) for all
irreduible varieties X over k form a system of generators of IG, and the funtor
W 7→Wv preserves the surjetions, we get thatWv =W for arbitraryW ∈ IG. 
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that n =∞. Then (W1⊗W2)v ⊆ (W1)v⊗ (W2)v and Γ(W1⊗
W2) ⊆ Γ(W1)⊗ Γ(W2) for any W1,W2 ∈ SmG. However, (W ⊗W )v 6=Wv ⊗Wv
if W = Q[F r k]. If either W1 is a quotient of A(F ) for a ommutative algebrai
k-group A, or W1 ∈ IG then (W1 ⊗W2)v = (W1)v ⊗ (W2)v for any W2 ∈ SmG.
Proof. The identity (W1⊗W2)GF |F ′ =WGF |F ′1 ⊗W
GF |F ′
2 ([R2, Lemma 7.5℄) implies
the rst inlusion, the seond follows from the rst. If W = Q[F r k], one has
(W ⊗W )v 6∋ [x] ⊗ [x′] ∈ Wv ⊗Wv for any pair of distint x, x′ ∈ Ov r (k + mv)
suh that x ≡ x′ mod mv.
Let w ∈ WGF |F ′2 . Then GF |F ′ ⊂ GF |L ⊆ Stabw, where L ⊂ F ′ is of nite
type over k.
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If F ′′ is an algebraially losed subeld in Ov and either F ′′ and L are alge-
braially independent over k in κ(v), or L ⊆ F ′′ then LF ′′ ⊂ Ov, so WGF |F ′′1 ⊗
w ⊆ (W1 ⊗W2)GF |LF ′′ ⊆ (W1 ⊗W2)v. If W1 is of type as above then WGF |F ′′1 ,
with F ′′ and L algebraially independent over k in κ(v), generate (W1)v, i.e.,
(W1)v ⊗ w ⊆ (W1 ⊗W2)v, thus nally, (W1)v ⊗ (W2)v ⊆ (W1 ⊗W2)v. 
Remarks. 1. IfW is endowed with an F -vetor spae struture F⊗W −→W
then, by Lemma 4.8,Wv arries an Ov-module struture: (F⊗W )v = Ov⊗Wv −→
Wv. Clearly, F⊗OvWv −→W is injetive, but not surjetive, as shows the example
of W = F [{L /k→֒ F}].
2. Clearly, Γr preserves the injetions, but not the surjetions. Namely, let
W :=
⊗N
k F −→ ΩN−1F |k be given by a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aN 7→ a1da2 ∧ · · · ∧ daN . Then
Wv =
⊗N
k Ov if n ≥ 2N , so (
⊗N−1
F Ω
1
F |k0)v =
⊗N−1
F Ω
1
Ov|k0 for any k0 ⊆ k; and
Γ(
⊗N
k F ) = k, but Γr(Ω
•
F |k) = Ω
•
F |k,reg for any r ≥ 1.
Proof. Clearly, WGF |F ′ =
⊗N
k F
′
, so Wv ⊆
⊗N
k Ov. Let ω = x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xN
for some x1, . . . , xN ∈ F ′ whose images in κ(v) algebraially independent over
k(y1, . . . , yN) for some y1, . . . , yN ∈ Ov. Then for eah 1 ≤ i ≤ N there exists
an element σi ∈ Gv ∩ GF |k(x1,..., bxi,...,xN ,y1,...,yN ) suh that σixi = xi + yi. Then∏N
i=1(σi − 1)ω = y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yN . 
In the ase n =∞ one an also apply Lemma 4.8.
For an integral normal k-variety X with k(X) ⊂ F let V(X) be the set of
all disrete valuations of F of rank one trivial on k suh that their restritions to
k(X) are either trivial, or orrespond to divisors on X . Set W(X) := WGF |k(X) ∩⋂
v∈V(X)Wv ⊆W .
Remark. WGF |k(X) ∩Wv depends only on the restrition of v to k(X), sine
the set of GF |k(X)-orbitsGF |k(X)\G/Gv of the valuations of F oinides, by Propo-
sition 3.4, with the set of disrete valuations of k(X) of rank ≤ r. E.g., if the
restrition of v to k(X) is trivial then WGF |k(X) ⊆Wv.
Examples. 1. If V = Q[{L /k→֒ F}], or V = F [{L /k→֒ F}] then V(U) = 0 for
any non-trivial eld extension L|k of nite type and any smooth U over k.
2. If V = Ω•F |k then V(U) = Ω•O(U)|k for any smooth U over k.
3. If V = SymsFΩ
1
F |k then V(U) ⊂ Symsk(U)Ω1k(U)|k onsists of elements with
poles (with respet to the lattie SymsO(U)Ω
1
O(U)|k) of order < s for any smooth
urve U over k.
Note, that V is funtorial with respet to all morphisms of smooth k-varieties;
Γ(V ) is `homotopy invariant' if and only if s = 1.
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4. If V =W ⊗F for some W ∈ IG then V(U) = (WGF |k(U) ⊗O(U))Gk(U)|k(U)
for any irreduible smooth ane U over k, where O(U) is the integral losure of
O(U) in F .
Consider the following site H. Objets of H are the smooth varieties over k.
Morphisms in H are the loally dominant morphisms, transforming non-dominant
divisors to divisors. Coverings are smooth morphisms surjetive over the generi
point of any divisor on the target. Denote by Shv(H) the ategory of sheaves
on H. Consider the funtor Φ : Shv(H) −→ SmG, given by F 7→ F(F ) :=
lim
A−→
F(Spec(A)) ∈ SmG. Here A runs over smooth k-subalgebras of F . Ex-
ample. If j ≤ 1 then F : X 7→ Zj(XL) is a sheaf on H, and F(F ) = Zj(L ⊗k F ).
In partiular, Φ is not faithful, sine F(F ) = 0 if j = 1 and L = k.
Proposition 4.9. A hoie of k-embeddings into F of all generi points of all smooth
k-varieties denes a funtor SmG −→ Shv(H), V 7→ V.
Question. Is it right adjoint to Φ?
Proof. Clearly, if a dominant morphism f : U −→ X transforms divisors on U ,
non-dominant over X , to divisors on X then V(U) ⊆ V(X), so V(X) ⊆ V(U).
If, moreover, the pull-bak of any divisor on X is a divisor on U then V(X) =
V(U).
By Lemma 1.1 of [JR℄, the sequene
0 −→
∏
x∈X0
V GF |k(x) −→
∏
x∈U0
V GF |k(x) −→
∏
x∈(U×XU)0
V GF |k(x)
is exat (in fat, X 7→∏x∈X0 V GF |k(x) is a sheaf on a topology Dmk). As V(X) =
V(U) = V(U×XU), the sheaf property for the overing f amounts to the exatness
of the above sequene restrited to
∏
x∈U0
⋂
v∈V(X) Vv. 
4.2. The `speialization' funtor
Lemma 4.10. If r = 1 and n =∞ then H0(G†v,−) = −G†v gives funtors SmG −→SmGκ(v)|k and IG −→ IGκ(v)|k . There are natural surjetions of smooth Gκ(v)|k-
modules H0(GF |F ′ ,W ) −→ H0(G†v,Wv) and Iκ(v)|kH0(G†v,Wv) −→ H0(G†v, IW )
for any W ∈ SmG. They are isomorphisms if (−)v is exat.
Proof. For any smooth representation W of G the stabilizer of any vetor w ∈
H0(G
†
v,W ) ontains the stabilizer in Gv of its preimage w ∈W , whih implies the
smoothness of H0(G
†
v,W ), sine the projetion Gv −→ Gκ(v)|k is open.
Choose a presentation of W as okernel of ϕ : B −→ ⊕j∈J Q[{Lj /k→֒ F}].
As the funtor H0(G
†
v, (−)v) is right exat if (−)v is exat, and the funtor
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H0(GF |F ′ ,−) is exat, in the following ommutative diagram the rows are exat:
H0(G
†
v, Bv) −→
⊕
j∈J Q[{Lj
/k→֒ κ(v)}] −→ H0(G†v,Wv) −→ 0
onto ↑ ↑∼= ↑
BGF |F ′ −→ ⊕j∈J Q[{Lj /k→֒ F ′}] −→ WGF |F ′ −→ 0
(4.3)
whih implies that WGF |F ′
∼−→ H0(G†v,Wv).
By [R1, Lemma 6.7℄, the funtor H0(GF |F ′ ,−) indues equivalenes of at-
egories SmG ∼−→ SmGF ′|k and IG
∼−→ IGF ′|k , so H0(G†v,Wv) ∈ SmGκ(v)|k and
H0(G
†
v, IW ) ∈ IGκ(v)|k , sine they are quotients of WGF ′|k ∈ SmGF ′|k and of
(IW )GF ′|k ∈ IGF ′|k , respetively. 
Remark. Without assuming exatness of the funtor (−)v, it is lear from
(4.3) that if ϕ is injetive then BGF |F ′
∼−→ H0(G†v, Bv).
Corollary 4.11. For any smooth irreduible divisor D on any smooth proper irre-
duible variety X over k there is a natural morphism Ck(D) −→ Ck(X), if (−)v is
exat for r = 1, making ommutative the diagram
Ck(D) −→ CH0(DF )Q
↓ ↓
Ck(X) −→ CH0(XF )Q
.
Proof. The seond isomorphism from Lemma 4.10 fators through the module
Iκ(v)|kH0(G†v,W ). Let W = Q[{k(X)
/k→֒ F}] and Ov ∩k(X) = OX,D. By Proposi-
tion 3.4, H0(G
†
v,W ) = Q[{k(X)
/k→֒ κ(v)}]⊕⊕w Q[{κ(w) /k→֒ κ(v)}], where w runs
over the set of disrete valuations of k(X) of rank 1. Then, replaing κ(v) by F
and applying the funtor I, we get a morphism Ck(X)⊕
⊕
w Cκ(w) −→ Ck(X). 
Lemma 4.12. Let F be a funtor on the ategory of smooth k-varieties (and all
their smooth morphisms). For a ltered union O = lim
A−→
A of nitely generated
smooth k-subalgebras A let F(O) := lim
A−→
F(Spec(A)) be the limit. Then
1. F(O) is independent of presentation of O as a ltered union;
2. F(F )GF |F ′ = F(F ′) for any F ′ = F ′ ⊆ F with tr.deg(F ′|k) =∞.
Suppose that F(Ov) = F(F )v for a disrete valuation v : F×/k× −→ Q.6
Then H0(G
†
v,F(F )v) = F(κ(v)).
6
The valuation ring Ov of v is the ltered union of the valuation rings OL of the restritions of v
to subelds L in F |k of nite type. As the normal varieties are non-singular outside odimension
2, the ring OL is a ltered union of oordinate rings of smooth ane models of L|k.
If v : F×/k× −→ Qr is a disrete valuation of rank r > 1 then the valuation ring Ov of v
is not a union of smooth k-subalgebras.
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Proof. Fix an isomorphism α : F
∼−→ F ′ over k. Then α∗ : lim
U−→
F(U) ∼−→
lim
V −→
F(V ), where O(U) ⊂ F and O(V ) ⊂ F ′ are smooth. For any U there is σ ∈
G suh that σ|O(U) = α|O(U), so lim
V −→
F(V ) = lim
(U,σ)−→
σF(U) = F(F )GF |F ′ .
The omposition F(F ′) = F(F )GF |F ′ −→ F(Ov) i−→ F(κ(v)) is indued by
the isomorphism F ′ ∼−→ κ(v), so it is itself an isomorphism. As i is G†v-invariant,
it fators through F(Ov) −→ H0(G†v,F(Ov)), so F(F ′) α−→ H0(G†v,F(Ov)) is
injetive. Our assumption and Lemma 4.10 imply that α is surjetive. 
Examples. 1. As it shows the example of the birationally invariant presheaf
U 7→ Γ(U, Sym2OΩ1U|k) (or any other stably birational presheaf without Galois
desent property) and of F ′ ⊂ F purely transendental over k, one annot omit
the ondition that F ′ is algebraially losed to ensure F(F )GF |F ′ = F(F ′).
2. For a smooth proper k-varietyX and q ≥ 0 the funtor F : Y 7→ CHq(X×k
Y ) satises the assumption of Lemma 4.12 and F(F ) = CHq(XF ).
Moreover, let us show that CHq(X×kOv) = CHq(XF ) by induton on r. For
the minimal prime ideal 0 6= p1 ⊂ Ov, one has a short exat sequene of Gersten
omplexes of abby sheaves on X ×k Ov:
0→
∐
x∈(X×k(Ov/p1))•−1
Kq−•(κ(x))→
∐
x∈(X×kOv)•
Kq−•(κ(x))→
∐
x∈X•
F
Kq−•(κ(x))→ 0,
the end of whose long exat ohomologial sequene looks as
Hq−1(XF ,Kq) ∂−→ CHq−1(X ×k (Ov/p1))→ CHq(X ×kOv) pi−→ CHq(XF )→ 0.
The omposition of the surjetions
CHq−1(XF )⊗ F× id·v−→ CHq−1(XF ) sp−→ CHq−1(XL),
where L is the fration eld of Ov/p1, fators through CHq−1(XF ) ⊗ F× −→
Hq−1(XF ,Kq). By indution assumption CHq−1(X ×k (Ov/p1)) = CHq−1(XL),
whih implies the surjetivity of ∂, and therefore, that π is an isomorphism. 
The isomorphism H0(G
†
v, CH
q(XF )) = CH
q(Xκ(v)) is nothing but the spe-
ialization homomorphism CHq(XF ) −→ CHq(Xκ(v)) (f. [S℄), whih is G†v-
invariant, so it fators through H0(G
†
v, CH
q(XF )).
2. The funtor F : Y 7→ Γ(Y ,Ω•
Y |k), where Y is a smooth ompatiation
of Y , also satises the ondition of Lemma 4.12, and F(F ) = Ω•F |k,reg.
The redution modulo the maximal ideal indues a surjetion Ω•Ov|k −→
Ω•κ(v)|k and an isomorphism H0(G
†
v,Ω
•
F |k,reg) = Ω
•
κ(v)|k,reg. 
3. F : Y 7→ Q[O(Y )] is an example with F(Ov) = Q[Ov] 6= F(F )v =
Q[Ov r (k +mv)]⊕Q[k]. However, still H0(G†v,F(F )v) = F(κ(v)) = Q[κ(v)].
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Remark. The funtor H0(G
†
v,−) : SmG −→ SmGκ(v)|k is neither full, sine
Q[{k(X) /k→֒ F}]G = 0 for r ≥ d > 0, but H0(G†v,Q[{k(X)
/k→֒ F}])Gκ(v)|k =
Q[Pdk(X)], nor faithful, sine (F×)G = k× and FG = k, but H0(G†v ∩GF |F ′ , F×) =
H0(G
†
v ∩ GF |F ′ , F ) = 0.7 Also one has H0(G†v, V ) = 0 for any smooth semilinear
representation V of G over F , if tr.deg(κ(v)|k) =∞.
Proof. Let w ∈ V and GF |L ⊆ Stabw for some L of nite type over k. Choose
t ∈ mv r {0} and f ∈ F ′ transendental over L(t). Then there is σ ∈ GF |L(t) ∩G†v
suh that σf − f = t, i.e. w = σ(t−1fw)− t−1fw. 
Corollary 4.13. Let X be an irreduible variety over k with the funtion eld
embedded into F and Y ⊂ X be an irreduible divisor. The disrete valuations
v : F×/k× −→ Γ of F of rank 1 suh that k(X)∩Ov = OX,Y (so κ(v|k(X)) = k(Y ))
form a single GF |k(X)-orbit. Then any embedding k(Y )
/k→֒ F indues a anonial
isomorphism WGF |k(Y )
∼−→ H0(G†v,Wv)GF |k(X)∩Gv , if (−)v is exat.
Proof. By Lemma 4.10, WGF |F ′
∼−→ H0(G†v,Wv). Then Lemma 4.2 implies that(
WGF |F ′
)Gκ(v)|κ(v|L ) ∼−→ H0(G†v,Wv)GF |L∩Gv = H0(G†v,Wv)Gκ(v)|κ(v|L ) . 
4.3. Restritions on objets of IG and on the quotients of objets of IG ⊗ F
Assume that n = ∞. Denote by C the ategory of smooth semilinear representa-
tions of G.
Lemma 4.14. The omposition IG(k) ⊗kF−→ C
Γ◦for−→ SmG(k) is idential.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 4.7 and Lemma 4.8. 
Then one gets the onditions Vv ⊗Ov F = V and Γ(V ) ⊗k F −→ V for any
W ∈ IG and any semilinear quotient V of W ⊗ F (`the interesting objets of C
are globally generated'), but one has to hek, at least, that they are non-empty
on the set of irreduible objets. Obviously, if the ondition Vv ⊗Ov F = V holds
for some disrete valuation v of rank 1 then it holds for all disrete valuations v
of rank 1.
Corollary 4.15. Let I ′G be the full subategory of IG, for whose objets W the
natural mapWGF |F ′ −→ H0(G†v,W ) is an isomorphism, where v ∈ P1F is a disrete
valuation of rank 1. If n =∞ then I ′G is an abelian ategory, losed under taking
subquotients in IG.
7
sine for any x ∈ F rOv there are σ, τ ∈ G
†
v ∩ GF |F ′ suh that σt = tx
−1
and τx = 2x, and
F rOv generates both F× and F .
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Proof. For any W ∈ I ′G any any short exat sequene 0 −→ W1 −→ W −→
W2 −→ 0 the rows of the following ommutative diagram are exat
0 −→ WGF |F ′1 −→ WGF |F ′ −→ W
GF |F ′
2 −→ 0
α1 ↓ ↓∼= ↓ α2
H0(G
†
v,W1) −→ H0(G†v,W ) −→ H0(G†v,W2) −→ 0
(the upper one, sine H0(GF |F ′ ,−) : SmG −→ SmGF ′|k is an equivalene of
ategories, f. [R1, Lemma 6.7℄. As α1 and α2 are surjetive by Lemma 4.10, they
are isomorphisms. 
Let I+G (resp., C−) be the full subategory of SmG (resp., of C) with objets
W suh that W = Wv (resp., W = F ⊗Ov Wv). Clearly, they are losed under
taking quotients and ontain IG (resp., IG ⊗ F ).
Lemma 4.16. Assume that (−)v is exat. Then I+G (resp., C−) is a Serre subate-
gory in SmG (resp., in C). Moreover, I+G 6= IG.
The inlusion funtors I+G →֒ SmG and C− →֒ C admit right adjoints W 7→
Γ(W ) and V 7→ ⋂v(F ⊗Ov Vv), respetively, but do not admit left adjoints.
Proof. The rst assertion is lear, sine the funtors (−)v and F ⊗Ov (−)v are
exat.
Let W ′ ∈ I+G , ϕ ∈ HomSmG(W ′,W ) and V ′ ∈ C−, ψ ∈ HomC(V ′, V ). Then
ϕ fators through Γ(W ) and ψ fators through
⋂
v(F ⊗Ov Vv). As (−)v is exat,
Γ(W )v = Γ(W ) ∩Wv = Γ(W ) and F ⊗Ou (
⋂
v(F ⊗Ov Vv))u =
⋂
v(F ⊗Ov Vv) ∩
(F ⊗Ou Vu) =
⋂
v(F ⊗Ov Vv). Moreover, Γ(Sym2FΩ1F |k)v = Γ(Sym2FΩ1F |k) 6∈ IG.
To see the absene of left adjoints, let us hek that Q[F r k] 6∈ I+G an
be embedded into a produt of opies of
∏
j≥2 Γ(Sym
j
FΩ
1
F |k). For eah integer
s ≥ 2 onsider Q[F r k] −→ ∏j≥2 SymjFΩ1F |k given by [x] 7→ ( (dx)jxj−1(xs−1))
j≥2
.
Suppose that an element
∑
i ai[xi] with pairwise distint xi ∈ F r k is sent to
zero for any s. Then, by Artin's theorem on linear independene of haraters,∑
i: xi/x∈k× ai
xi
xsi−1 = 0 for any x ∈ F
×
. Fix some i. Then
∑
j: xj=λjxi
ai
λj
λsjx
s
i−1 =
0. As λj ∈ k× are pairwise distint, for s = 1 +N ! and suiently big N the left
hand side has a simple pole at xi = 1, unless ai = 0. 
Remarks. 1. Assuming that Corollary 4.13 holds, the following onstrution
should provide a fully faithful funtor from I+G to the ategory of (birationally
invariant) funtors on smooth varieties over k with all, not neessarily smooth,
morphisms, whih is right quasi-inverse to the funtor Φ : F 7→ F(F ), f. p.27.
As usually, we assume that the funtion elds of irreduible varieties Y ⊂
X over k are embedded into F . For any W ∈ I+G the natural homomorphism
WGF |k(X) −→ H0(G†v,W ) fators through WGF |k(X) −→ H0(G†v,Wv)Gv∩GF |k(X) .
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By Corollary 4.13, the target spae is anonially isomorphi toWGF |k(Y ) , if k(X)∩
Ov = OX,Y . 
2. Let W ∈ C be a sub-objet of F [{L /k→֒ F}] for a nitely generated subeld
L in F |k. The following onditions are equivalent.
1. F [{L /k→֒ F}]/W ∈ C−;
2. W + F [{L /k→֒ Ov}] = F [{L
/k→֒ F}];
3. W −→ F [{L /k→֒ F}]/F [{L /k→֒ Ov}];
4. for any σ : L
/k→֒ F there exists an element ασ ∈ F [{L
/k→֒ Ov}] suh that
σ + ασ ∈W .
Now, given any Gv-equivariant map α : {L
/k→֒ F}r {L /k→֒ Ov} −→ F [{L
/k→֒ Ov}],
we dene Wα ∈ C as the sub-objet generated by σ+ασ for all σ in the domain of
denition of α. The objets F [{L /k→֒ F}]/Wα for all α and purely transendental
extensions L of k of all (suiently big) nite transendene degrees form a system
of generators of the ategory C−.
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